
� Government of Western Australia

Department of Health

Office of the Director General 

Our ref: 

The Honourable Roger Cook MLA 
Deputy Premier; Minister for Health; Mental Health 
13th Floor, Dumas House 
2 Havelock Street 
WEST PERTH WA 6005 

Dear Deputy Premier 

ACTIONS UNDERTAKEN BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH AND HEAL TH 

SERVICE PROVIDERS TO ADDRESS BRIBERY AND CORRUPTION RISKS 

I refer to the letter dated 3 May 2019, from the Public Sector Commissioner, to your 
office, regarding KPMG's completed report on the governance review of North 
Metropolitan Health Service (NMHS) and the Department of Health (DOH). 

Having considered the final Report, and the responses submitted to me by NMHS, the 
DOH acknowledges the review and accepts the contents and recommendations 
contained within the report, as they relate to the matters and the period (October 2014 to 
May 2016) under review, highlighted in the Corruption and Crime Commission (CCC) 
report titled Report into bribery and corruption in maintenance contracts within NMHS 
(CCC Report), published on 16 August 2018. 

Recognising that the period under review is more than 3 years ago, it is important to note 
that, in recent years, Health Service Providers (HSPs) and DOH have made significant 
progress in the areas of procurement management, integrity promotion, fraud and 
corruption control and misconduct management 
This work is being captured through the DOH-led Integrity Fraud and Corruption IFAC 
(IFAC) Project, established in October 2018. 

The recommendations contained within the KPMG report will be integrated into the work 
already underway as part of the IFAC Project. I enclose an outline of the current and/or 
planned work to address these recommendations, and where applicable, reference to 
items contained within the IFAC Project. To preserve the NMHS's particular responses 
to the KPMG report, the NMHS responses are provided separately against each 
recommendation and are clearly evident. 

The third IFAC project update report, identifying the progress of Stream 1 and Stream 2 
activities, is expected to be provided to you by 31 July 2019. 
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I would also take this opportunity to reiterate my recommendations for consideration by 
the Public Sector Commissioner, as follows: 

1. The Public Sector Commission (PSC) provides policy advice in relation to the
treatment of requests for voluntary severance by staff for which a misconduct
investigation is in progress.

2. The CCC provide clear guidelines in relation to which public sector agency staff can
advise on matters under investigation, noting governance requirements to ensure
appropriate communication within the Agency.

3. The relevant employing authority (e.g. Health Service Provider (HSP) or DOH)
Chief Executive be formally notified by the CCC and/or PSC regarding any matters
which relate to their staff.

Yours sincerely 

Dr D J Russell-Weisz 
DIRECTOR GENERAL 

.2_
0 

June2019 

G O V E R N M E N T  O F  W E S T E R N  A U S T R ALIA 



The Response to the PSC Governance Review Recommendations 
The responses to recommendations shaded relate to NMHS responses/proposed action 

40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFAC Ref: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

40 5.1 Procurement Recommendations for the Department of Health 

40 5.1 Procurement 1. Review the policles and procedures relating to Supported by the DOH IFAC Stream 2: 

the procurement of works and consider whether • Department of Finance is leading the execution of a procurement reform program HSP reporting -

they meet the same level of governance that includes developing a whole of government procurement policies and Individual HSP 

requirements as goods and services. establishment of a Works Agency Council (similar to the oversight of State Tenders activities 

This should involve collaborating with the 
Review Committee) by July 2019, with the implementation of a Whole-of-

Department of Finance's Building Management 
Government Procurement Framework from July 2019 to Oct 2020.

and Works division as regulator of the Public • WA Health will collaborate and cooperative with this initiative to improve the

Works Act, to determine the appropriate level of governance of Works especially in the area of procurement facilitation.

oversight and involvement from the Department 
NMHS Actions: of Finance on works related procurement. 
• NMHS has removed the procurement of works from Facilities Management and

realigned to Development. All works, being major capital, minor building works or

new general works are now delivered under a single governance structure

40 5.1 Procurement Recommendations for NMHS 

40 5.1 Procurement 2. Accelerate the Implementation of the Supported by NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 

deliverables under the Facilities Management Status: H5P reporting-

Procurement and Contract Management Audit Stage 1 has been completed as planned (August-December 2018). NMHS activities 

Project Stage 2 (March 2019 - November 2019 is underway with a Forward Procurement Plan 

developed and in use. A draft Procurement Governance Framework was developed in 

April 2019 and is being trialled 

40 5.1 Procurement In conjunction and in addition to these Supported by NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 

deliverables, the following specific areas require Sttaus: HSP reporting-

focus A pilot Procurement Hub has been established November 2018 and the draft NMHS activities 

a) The separation of procurement responsibility
Procurement Governance Framework is being trialled until the end of December 2019 

from Facilities Management into a
for the purposes of validation. 

NMHS is examining the resourcing and structure for procurement functions as part of 
centralised procurement division, ensuring the a broader review functional review of corporate services. This review is benchmarked 
appropriate level of resourcing is applied; to the current EMHS model. Attachment 4 is the recent briefing note that outlines the 

portfolio and the reform options. 

The current procurement function is within the Procurement, Infrastructure and 

Contract Management portfolio which has 303 FTE and an operating budget of about 
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40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFACRef: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

$6SM. 

NMHS has decided on a new operating model for PICM that includes the following: 
. Facilities management within the inclusion of ICT Facilities Management and 

Security Services 
. Development - Major and minor new works 
. Procurement and Contract Management remaining together to ensure synergies 

between functions and support as a "hub of expertise" for the health service 
. Finance and corporate expanded scope of services to the portfolio including an 

organisation -wide Administration and Compliance function 
. Facilities Management Procurement Hub 
The new operating model will be implemented in two phases, with phase one 

underway and estimated to be complete June 2019 

40 5.1 Procurement b) Mandating the use of the Procurement NMHS Do Not Support in full IFAC Stream 2: 

Development and Management System for all Status: HSP reporting-

procurement transactions, including those under PDMS will be used for all transactions above $5,000. The process for direct sourcing of NMHS activities 

$5,000, and implementing purchases <$5,000 is clearly identified in a standard operating procedure (SOP AD 

compliance monitoring; 
008). January 2019 saw the introduction of the new procedure and processes for all 
new FM procurement above $5,000. All Campus Facilities Managers were briefed and 

routine reports are now available from PDMS on Facilities Management procurement 
above $5,000 

40 5.1 Procurement c) Ensuring all contracts currently in place are Supported by NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 

recorded in Procurement Development and Status: HSP reporting-

Management System; All currently identified Facilities Management contracts have been recorded in the NMHS activities 
PDMS. 

All future Facilities Management procurement and contract documentation will be 
captured in PDMS. 

40 5.1 Procurement d) Mandating the use of a single primary Supported by NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 

recordkeeping system and implementing Status: HSP reporting-

compliance monitoring; HPE is the mandated electronic document record management system (EDRMS). NMHS activities 
From August to November 2018, NMHS Facilities Management staff were trained to 

use the EDRMS, a Document Controller has been appointed to monitor and maintain 
records management. 

Online training is now also available for new Facilities Management staff. 

Monthly reports are run to monitor Facilities Management staff use of the electronic 
document record management system. 

40 5.1 Procurement e) Reviewing the necessity of the EMPAC system Not supported by NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 
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40 s Recommendations Status 
. 

IFAC Ref: The recommendations have been grouped by 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

versus I Procurement, Including considering the Status: HSP reporting -

impact EMPAC has on the ability to perform EMPAC is an asset management system whereby procurements are aligned to the NMHS activities 

advanced procurement specified asset. The reform project has determined it appropriate to remove works 

monitoring; procurement from EMPAC. EM PAC is now only used to manage procurements for 

planned preventative maintenance and repairs. 

All procurements for new works are undertaken via the Oracle I Procurement module. 

Until such time that an alternate asset management system is procured or Oracle Is 

further developed into an end to end system, there is an ongoing requirement for 

EMPAC. 
. NMHS Facilities Management undertook the following investigations to identify 

opportunities to aggregate procurement: 

1. Reviewed the 2016/17 FM spend profile;

2. Conducted a document recovery process to Identify any currently active and 

expired FM contracts that were not registered on PDMS; 

3. Reviewed the NMHS online ERMS to identify FM risks that required

procurement processes, and 

4. Reviewed 6 months of EMPAC work orders to review where external

providers were engaged.

40 5.1 Procurement f) Developing a pre-approved supplier panel for Supported by NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 

low value works, In collaboration with Building Status: HSP reporting-

Management and Works; and • NMHS has an MOU established with the Department of Finance to use its Low NMHS activities 

Value Maintenance Panels for discrete and in December 2018 for electrical and

plumb Ing trade services.
. NMHS Is working with HSS to initiate Whole of Health Trades Panel

arrangements. Currently underway with forecast end date of September 2019.

40 5.1 Procurement G) Ensuring all staff involved in procurement are Supported by NMHS Stream 2: HSP 

provided with targeted training which includes Status: reporting-

examples and case studies on appropriate NMHS has worked actively with the Office of the Chief Procurement Officer to deliver NMHS activities 

procurement practice, use of targeted training (four modules) to Facilities Management staff which ran through 

systems and conflicts of interest. 
from July to August 2018. In October 2018, Facilities Management staff were trained 

in using PDMS Procurement training is included on the site induction program for all 

new staff. 

40 5.1 Procurement 3. Develop a comprehensive process of Supported by NMHS: IFAC Stream 2: 

monitoring procurement transaction activity for Status: HSP reporting -

compliance with policies, potential anomalies The NMHS has undertaken an additional internal procurement-related audit on NMHS activities 
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40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFACRef: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

and trends and patters that may indicate fraud. Procurement and Contract Management. The purpose of the audit was to assess the 
This may require the use of analytical tools and effectiveness of the procurement and contact management practices, including 
should be complemented by a data quality related governance and internal controls excluding Facilities Management. 
review. This is a procured audit service from KPMG. The draft report was issued at the end of 

April 2019; however, is not yet finalised. 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity Recommendations for the Department of Health 

risk management 

4 Accelerate the Implementation of the actions Supported by DOH IFAC Stream 1: 

associated with the Integrity Fraud and DOH Status -As System Manager: SWIS items 1-7 

Corruption {IFAC ) Project, in particular • IFAC Project is well established with active contributions and collaboration through 
the Integrity Working Group {established in early 2018), governance through the 

Health Executive Committee, and quarterly reporting to the Minister for Health all 
well underway. 

• The second report to the Minister, submitted in May 2019. 

NMHS 

Noting appropriate consultation with HSPs is built into this process. 

The NMHS has undertaken a range of activities in response to the Report. These are 

represented broadly in the Integrity, Fraud and Corruption (IFAC) Project. NMHS Is on 
track to deliver all activity milestones 

Activities Include 
• Facilities Management Audit Project. This includes: 

0 Addressing outstanding recommendations from the Chief Procurement Officer 

audit in 2015 in areas of improving NMHS policies and compliance, education 

and training in the Facilities Management Unit of NMHS 

0 Improving procurement planning, contract management and administration 

practices in the Facilities Management Unit of NMHS 

• Management of Anonymous Complaints Project 
. Established Quarterly Compliance Reporting Gifts, Conflict of Interest and Travel 

to the Area Executive Group in 2018/19. 
• Non-Facilities Management Audit Project - Assisted by Health Support Services 

This now includes regular reporting on: 

0 Procurement and Contract VisibiHty Reports 
0 NMHS Procurement Spend Analysis 
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40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have oeen grouped by Status -
-

- IFAC Ref: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity a) The development of system-wide mandatory Supported by DOH IFAC Stream l: 

risk management fraud and integrity policies; DOH Status - As System Manager: SWIS items 1-7 

• An Integrity Policy Framework (IPF} has been developed, in consultation with HSPs,
(policy 

and is now published.
development) 

• An IPF policy: Fraud and Corruption Control Policy published, which mandates that

all HSPs document, monitor, review and make available a Fraud and corruption

control plan.

• All policies considered relevant to the IPF, are now under review in consultation

with HSPs.

NMHS 

Have been circulated by DOH, and are currently being considered by the NMHS Policy 

Coordination Committee. 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity b} Enhancements to the capacity and capability Supported by DOH IFAC Stream 1: 

risk management of the Department to view misconduct matters DOH Status - As System Manager has oversight of Misconduct reporting pursuant to SWIS items 1-7 

across the Health system, ensure consistent and relevant legislation, in particular; the Crime, Corruption and Misconduct Act 2003, and (policy 

transparent reporting; the Health Services Act 2016, are being developed as part of the System Manager's development} 

assurance function and integrated into policies as they are reviewed this year. And Items 16 & 
NMHS 21 (ICT systems) 

This proposal must be managed within the context of the System Manager role. That 

is, a focus on the system-wide issues, for action thematically, rather than viewing of 

individual cases. The responsibility and accountability for individual cases rests with 
CEs of HSPs. 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity c} Enhancements to the oversight and progress Supported By DOH IFAC Stream 1: 

risk management reporting of recommendations from external DOH Status - As System Manager: SWIS items 23 

bodies such as the Public Sector Commission, • Development of an Integrity capability Development Strategy (ICDS) underway (integrity 

CCC and the Office of the Auditor General; and will integrate report/review recommendations from oversight Agencies for the Capability 

past 5 years. Development 

• This was being developed a.s the System Manager's System-wide Integrity Service Strategy- in 

(in particular the Assurance function) in early 2018, and has since been escalated as development} 

part of the IFAC Project in 2018.

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity 5. Review the Discipline Policy and consider Supported in part by DOH IFAC Stream 1: 

risk management separating matters requiring investigation by the There are matters of role delineation (System Manager vs HSPs accountable for their SWIS items 7 

ethics and integrity teams, and those requiring own misconduct matters} and resources implications to consider. (Policy 

investigation by a decision-maker as appointed DOH Status• As System Manager: development-

by human resources. • The Discipline Policy is now a policy under the IPF and is currently under review. discipline 
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40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFACRef: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

This could be done by including a decision-point • This review will need to consider the extent of the role of System Manager in policy) 

early in the process which requires consultation oversighting decision making in HSP misconduct matters given HSPs are

with both the human resources and ethics and independent statutory authorities.

integrity divisions, with oversight from the NMHS 

Department s system-wide integrity services unit, A review of the Discipline Policy is supported. 

who should be tasked with progress monitoring NMHS suggests that there should be collaboration between DOH, HSS and the HSPs in 

and communications should matters overlap. the implementation of this action by DOH. 

Any delineation of investigation would need to consider severity of allegations, work 

group scope for investigation, and timeliness for investigation. 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity 6. Ensure all individuals undertaking misconduct Supported by DOH IFAC Stream 1: 

risk management investigations, whether within the Department DOH Status• As System Manager: SWIS items 23 

or Health Service Providers, are accredited with a • The System Manager is implementing a number of strategies to increase the skills in (Integrity 

Certificate IV in Government investigations. conducting inquires and investigations across the WA public health system. Capability 

• Since 2016, 52 officers from across the system completed the Cert IV course: Development 

Government Investigations, administered by the Public Sector Commission, or other Strategy - in 

provider arrangements. development) 

• In 2019, 26 officers also completed training in inquiries related to medicine

discrepancies, with further programs planned, with a further 70 planned by August

2019.

NMHS 

This is supported for investigations of high risk or a serious allegation. 

It is not considered appropriate for the range of low-level misconduct investigations 

undertaken within HSPs 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity Recommendations for NMHS 

risk management 

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity 7. Develop a comprehensive integrity framework Supported by NMHS Stream 2: HSP 

risk management which includes elements which align to the Draft is currently with Policy Coordination Committee for review pending reporting-

Australian Standard on Fraud and Corruption endorsement by the Area Executive Group. NMHS activities 

Control AS8001 2008. This would include:

41 5.2 Fraud and integrity a) A fraud control strategy and fraud and Supported by NMHS in-principle Stream 2: HSP 

risk management corruption control plan; Draft is currently with Policy Coordination Committee for review pending reporting-
endorsement by the Area Executive Group. NMHS activities 
NMHS 

NMHS published the following policies: 
• NMHS Fraud and Corruption Control Plan, May 2019
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40 Is 

41 5.2 

41 5.2 

41 S.2

Recommendations 

Fraud and integrity 

risk management 

Fraud and integrity 

risk management 

Fraud and integrity 

risk management 

The recommendations have been grouped by 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

b) Detailed fraud risk assessments which help

inform associated internal audit activity, and 

c) A training and awareness program which

covers both online and face to face sessions,

including case studies on past fraud incidents.

8. Review the capacity of the ethics and integrity

team, in light of the recent changes to the

investigative approach and future changes

proposed in Recommendation 5.

Status 

• RPporting of Criminal Conduct and Professional Misconduct Procedure, May 2019

Supported by NMHS in-principle 

To be considered as part of current risk management framework. 

Supported by NMHS in-principle 

Currently face to face training (including prior cases) is provided on an ad hoc/ as 

needs basis. Any expanded rollout of this approach would need to be based on a risk 

assessment, and not practicable for all staff. 

NMHS 

AEDM - is mandatory training for all NMHS employees. 
• It is delivered online.
• An audit conducted of all AEDM for staff Tier 1 to 4 - as at 1 September 2018

o Tier lA Board Members 70%

o Tier 18 (CE) 100%

o Tier 2 (Executive Directors) 100%
o Tier 3 (Directors) 100%

o Tier 4 Managers - Co-Directors - Deputy Co-Directors et.c - 94%
• Any non-compliance was followed up with each individual by l&E.
• 2-year audit cycle - next due Sept 2020.
• Investigations Training

Ali three staff in the Integrity and Ethics Unit have Investigation qualifications.

o Advanced Diploma• Police Investigations

o Diploma - Government Investigations

o Certificate IV - Government Investigations

11 Human Resource Consultants have completed the Certificate IV in Government

Investigations run through the PSC. Participants will receive a formal, nationally

accredited Certificate IV in Government Investigations qualification.

Discussions occurring with SWIS to provide NMHS specific Cert IV course (split

over separate days) for clinical staff-specifically decision makers.

Supported by NMHS 

To be undertaken by 31 May 2019 considering the NMHS financial position and other 

priorities. 

NMHS 

NMHS current capacity is: 

Integrity and Ethics have three FTE- (all working full time) 

IFAC Ref: 

Stream 2: HSP 

reporting
NMHS activities 

Stream 2: HSP 

reporting

NMHS activities 

Stream 2: HSP 

reporting

NMHS activities 
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40 s Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFAC Ref: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

• 1 x Manager- Level 10 HSU
• 2 x Senior Consultants- Level 8 HSU

A review of the capacity of the Ethics and Integrity Unit will occur as part of the

broader functional review-corporate services. This is part of the wider NMHS

Sustainable and Accountable Futures Program, a program to ensure both service and

financial sustainability of the health service. All corporate service functions will be

assessed and benchmarked against the East Metropolitan Health Service. The work

will be undertaken by the Chief Executive and the Chief Finance Officer, and will
commencing in July 2019.

41 5.3 Governance Recommendations for the Department of Health and NMHS 

41 5.3 Governance 9. Establish clear protocols for communication Supported by DOH: IFAC Stream 1: 

and reporting on misconduct matters, including The DOH as a Department of State is considering integrating this into relevant DOH SWIS items 11 

notifications of referrals to and from the CCC. Policy. And 

This should include assigning clear responsibility DOH Status IFAC Stream 2: 

for liaising with the CCC, and protocols for Department of State: Reporting policies relevant to the Mandatory IPF are currently HSP reporting-

keeping relevant management, executive and the in redevelopment, with some dependencies on the System Manager Mandatory NMHS activities 

Director General and/or Chief Executive policies for the WA health system 

informed, whilst System Manager: 

maintaining the integrity of the investigation. 
IPF is also currently under development. 

Supported by NMHS 

NMHS Status: 

For the NMHS, communication protocols for the NMHS Board and the CE are listed 
below 

The following reports are provided at each bi-monthly meeting of the NMHS Board's 
Audit and Risk Committee: 
. Executive Director Business and Performance Monthly Report that includes 

information on the Integrity and Ethics functions for the health service. Aspects 
reported include: 

0 Current Active Misconduct Matters -The total number of matters, 

comparison of numbers in the previous year, the number of new matters and 

the number of finalised matters 

0 Number of active misconduct matters per site/service 

0 Number of complaints with suspected misconduct reportable to the PSC or 
CCC 

0 Medicine Discrepancies 

0 Number of allegations of misconduct reported to NMHS categorised by 
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40 5 Recommendations 

42 5.3 Governance 

42 5.3 I Governance

The recommendations have been grouped by 
relevant themes and responsible entltv 

10. Review the governance applied to
investigations stemming from CCC referrals,
specifically ensuring there is adequate oversight
of commitments made regarding the nature and 
scope of investigative action to ensure these
align with expectations, address the
concerns/allegations, are aligned with policy and
procedure, and are followed through

appropriately. This could be addressed through
additional works associated the I FAC project, in 
particular Recommendation 4 (c).

11. Establish clear protocols regarding the

handover of management issues between senior
leadership and note the inclusion of any open
misconduct or integrity matters.

Status 

nature of the alleged conduct or #grounds of complaint" 
• A de-identified list of every discipline matter current as at the last day of the

month preceding the meeting.
• A de-identified list of all suspended employees, with a dollar value of how much

it's cost to cover them while suspended.
The CE also receives the following reports monthly: 
• Every discipline matter as at the last day of the month,
• List of all suspended employees,
• List of any contentious matters,
• List of all matters finalised that month, which includes the penalty.
All communication is directed to the CE with a cc to the )ntegrity and Ethics Unit. All
formal correspondence from NMHS to the CCC is signed by the CE.

Supported by DOH: 
Department of State: Consideration is being given in the development of internal 
operational procedures and governance as part of the Integrity Governance 
Framework for the DOH. 
System Manager: 

Consideration is being given to governance as part of the IPF as guidance. 
DOH Status 
Department of State: DOH IPF is also currently under development, with some 
dependencies on the System Manager Mandatory policies for the WA health system. 
System Manager: 
Reporting policies relevant to the Mandatory IPF are currently in redevelopment. 

Suei:,orted by NMHS 
NMHS Status: 
Further recommendations made by the CCC, and resulting actions are reported to the 

Audit and Risk Committee. 

Supported by DOH 

DOH Status - Department of State and as·System Manager: 
This is a matter to be raised with the Department of State's Executive Committee 
(DEC). A draft Integrity Governance Framework to be considered by DEC. 
The System-Wide Integrity Services currently exercises an obligation to report certain 
integrity matters directly to the Director General. This occurs on a weekly basis. 

IFAC Ref: 

IFAC Stream 1: 
SWIS items 23 
(Integrity 
Capability 
Development 
Strategy- In 
development) 

IFAC Stream 2: 
HSP reporting
NMHS activities 

Stream 2: HSP 

reporting - DoH 
and NMHS 
activities 
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40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFACRef: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

Supported by NMHS 

NMHS Status: 

Processes already in place per the above would result in senior management being 

updated within their first month, as all relevant NMHS Executive Directors receive a 

monthly report on misconduct matters at the case level. 

42 5.3 Governance 12. Review the policy for reappointments of Supported in principle by DOH To be 

senior executive and confirm the requirement to DOH Status considered as a 

undertake a formal performance review, as well Department of State and as System Manager: new IFAC policy 

as receive information on any open or closed This is a matter to be raised with the Department of State's Executive Committee item 

misconduct or integrity matters related to that (DEC). 

individual, to be considered as part of the Matters of policy for Health Executive Services to be developed by the System 

decision-making. Manager Workforce and Employment Directorate. 

Supported by NMHS 

NMHS Status: 

Noting this is a role for DOH as the authority responsible for the Health Executive 

Service. 

NMHS has a Health Executive Members Performance Agreement Framework 

Guidelines and Instructions which can be updated to include a section on 

"information on any open or closed misconduct or integrity matters related to that 

individual". 

42 5.3 Governance 13. Review the responsibility of overseeing Supported in principle by DOH IFAC Stream 1: 

internal and external review recommendations As to the involvement by the DOH in its role as System Manager, this can have a SWIS items 1-7 

and ensure there is clear and transparent dependence on the nature of the review and the legislative context under which it 

reporting to the relevant governance bodies. was initiated and for which any constrains might apply to information sharing etc. 

This should also include a need to request action DOH Status: 

and ultimately escalate matters where there is Department of State currently has in operation a CCC action group addressing current 

long outstanding issues. CCC report findings. A proposal has been drafted as part of the DOH Integrity 

Governance Framework that will see this group reporting directly to the DEC and 

submission of reports to the Department's Audit and Risk Committee. 

As System Manager: 

The Integrity Governance Policy has concluded its consultation phase with the HSPs. 

Tis policy will mandate that HSPs document, monitor and review the governance 

arrangements for Integrity matters. 
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40 s Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFAC Ref: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

There is also a current policy which required HSPs to advise the System Manager of 
such reviews, which is currently under redevelopment. 

S�p_!>rted _by NMHS 
NMHS Status: 
The Audit and Risk Committee is provided with a report of all Internal and External 
Audit recommendations and their implementation status at each meeting. See also 
response to recommendation 9. 

42 5.3 Governance 14. Review the compliance management Supported by the DOH IFAC Stream 1:

framework, to ensure it adequately addresses DOH Status: SWIS items 1-7

key compliance requirements and is fit-for- Department of State has a draft DOH Integrity Governance Framework that will see Consideration 

purpose in light of the Department s role as the current CCC action group {with a revised and expanded terms of reference) of compliance 

system manager. reporting directly to the Department's DEC with reporting lines also to the Risk and aspects of 
Audit Committee. relevant policy 

As System Manager: Stream 2: HSP 
As a part of the implementation of the System Manager Governance and Assurance reporting - DoH 
Model {currently in draft), it is expected that a framework and associated support and NMHS 
materials will be developed to facilitate System Manager oversight of HSP compliance activities 
with policy frameworks. 

�...!!_P._p_prted by the NMf:iS 
DOH action, given the focus on the role of the System Manager. 
NMHS suggests that there should be collaboration between DOH and HSPs in the 
implementation of this action by DOH 
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40 5 Recommendations The recommendations have been grouped by Status IFAC Ref: 

relevant themes and responsible entity 

42 5.3 Governance 15. In response to this report, consider to what DOH Status: IFAC Stream 1: 

extent the desired culture, including risk culture, Supported by the DOH SWIS items 23 

has been articulated, and how effectively this has The recommendations provide limited, if any, specificity about this aspect. It will be (Integrity 

been communicated and embedded within the critical for the System Manager to investigate further to arrive tangible, workable and Capability 

operational practices of both organisations. meaningful descriptions of the culture being targeted and as a key strategic goals to Development 

achieve, along with measurable. Strategy- in 

• The ICDS will inform the role of System Manager and assist HSPs and the development) 

Department of State, and provide both direction and tangible targets to address 

issues and build culture. Stream 2: HSP 

• The ICDS is currently in development with a key focus the role of culture. The reporting- DoH 

development of the ICDS has a temporary resource dedicated to the background and NMHS 

research required which includes in scope but is not limited to: activities 

0 Other national and international jurisdictions (health and oversight agencies,

and others considered relevant}; 

0 Current relevant WA health system data (misconduct, gifts, COIR); 

0 Current Public Sector data; 

0 Academic articles of relevance; 

0 Other jurisdiction' Workforce and Safety cultural achievements; 

0 Review recommendations of the past 10 years, with a focus on the past 5; 

0 A yet to be developed internal risk based self-assessment; 

0 Anything relevant in the ACHS Accreditation standards. 

0 ISO/Australian standards 

Status by NMHS: Supported by the NMHS 

The draft Risk Appetite Matrix was presented at the June 2019 Audit and Risk 
Committee, where some changes were suggested. The changes are also to be 

reflected in the associated Strategic Risk Framework. 

42 5.3 Governance Recommendations for NMHS 

42 5.3 Governance 16. In light of the observations made in this Supported by the NMHS IFAC Stream 2: 

report, and in the context of the functional Initially, a Clinical only Governance Framework was developed; however, this has HSP reporting-

review currently underway at the NMHS, we subsequently been modified to include Corporate Governance. NMHS activities 

recommend that the NMHS undertake a detailed The integrated Clinical and Corporate Governance Framework will be presented at the 

review of their overall corporate governance Area Executive Group on 27 June 2019 with an associated draft Compliance 

framework to ensure it meets current and future Governance Framework. These documents will be tabled at the July Audit and Risk 

requirements. Committee meeting. 
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1 Executive summary 

1.1 Introduction 

In September 2018 the Public Sector Commissioner ('the Commissioner') commissioned a 
governance review of the North Metropolitan Health Service ('NMHS') pursuant to section 
248 (1) of the Public Sector Management Act 1994, and in accordance with the prevention 
and education function provided for in section 45A of the Corruption, Crime and Misconduct 
Act 2003. 

The purpose of the Review is to identify risks within the governance and administrative 
systems of the NMHS, and, where relevant, within the Department of Health, that contributed 
to the events and issues highlighted in the Corruption and Crime Commission (CCC) report 
titled "Report into bribery and corruption in maintenance contracts within North Metropolitan 
Health SeNice" ('the CCC Report') which was published on 16 August 2018. 

1.2 Summary of scope and approach 

The scope included consideration of the adequacy of the following: 

• Policies, procedures and practice as it relates to procurement and contract management;

• Policies, procedures and practice as it relates to procurement and integrity risk
management;

• Governance and oversight to ensure relevant parties were aware of the concerns and
issues raised by the CCC;

• Information provided to relevant parties in decision-making on the extension of Mr
Fullerton's employment contract;

• Responses to previous reports relating to fraud prevention and detection; and

• Responses to initial referral of the allegations to the Department by the CCC.

The review approach included review of documentation and correspondence; interviews with 
key current and former staff; and analysis of the information to consider root causes, remedial 
actions and lessons learnt. 

The time period under review broadly covers the period from October 2014 to December 
2016, as detailed in the relevant scope points outlined in section 2.1. Where the review scope 
considered changes made to relevant policies, procedure and management practices post 
this period, detailed consideration was limited to changes made as at August 2018 (the 
commencement of the review). In limited instances, the NMHS and Department provided 
updated documentation during fieldwork that post-dated August 2018. This included the 
updated Managing Conflicts of Interest policy and IFAC project proposal referenced in 
sections 4.2.1.2 and 4.2.3; and the updated reports on action taken to address findings from 
prior procurement reviews referenced in section 4.1.3. These have been referenced 
accordingly, acknowledging the extent to which they have been reviewed or otherwise. 

It is acknowledged that due to the extended nature of the review, further remedial action is 
likely to have been taken by the Department and/or NMHS since August 2018 up to the date 
of issue of the report. 
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1.3 Overall observations 

Our overall observations are set out below. Further details as to the basis of these, including 
the key events and decisions are provided in section 4 of this report. These overall 
observations should be read in conjunction with the Terms of Reference and Approach set 
out in section 2. 

Overall this review has identified that whilst the Department's procurement policies have 
evolved over time to largely meet Department of Finance requirements, there was a lack of a 
specific policy related to the procurement of works. This, together with a number of risks within 
the facilities management area of the NMHS, increased the exposure to policy non
compliance and increased the risk that fraudulent behaviour remained undetected. There are 
still areas of procurement procedure and practice that require improvement at NMHS; and it 
is understood that there is a project is underway to embed longer term change. 

This review also identified that whilst there are a number of elements of an integrity framework 
currently in place at the NMHS, and work is continuing on developing further elements, there 
is currently no comprehensive integrity framework within the NMHS that aligns with expected 
practice. A robust integrity framework helps maintain a level of alertness and ensure staff are 
attuned to fraud risks; and the gaps that existed in the integrity framework at the time may 
have compromised this fraud risk awareness, further increasing the risk of fraudulent 
behaviour remaining undetected. There are also a number of risks associated with the 
Department's and the NMHS' previous approach to investigations, and whilst improvements 
have been made, not all of the risks have been effectively mitigated. 

Further, it was noted that whilst action was taken to address the recommendations from 
previous reports on procurement and fraud, in general the actions have taken significant time 
to implement (i.e. two to four years in certain cases) and have not led to substantive change 
in the underlying practice at the NMHS. 

The reporting to, and oversight by, governance bodies of key reported matters (such as the 
allegations of bribery) at the time was such that there was no opportunity for a governance 
body to make the necessary conclusions which would have enabled a more fulsome 
investigation of the underlying issues. 

With regards to the action taken in response to the CCC's initial referral in October 2014, it 
was noted that there were a number of early decisions which significantly impacted on the 
manner in which the allegations were investigated. These decisions may have benefited from 
greater deliberation as to the appropriate governance and follow up actions required. Further, 
there were periods between the receipt of the initial referral from the CCC in October 2014 to 
the decision made to appoint an external investigator in December 2015, where no 
substantive action appears to have been taken by the· Department, despite the CCC's 
concerns and frequent follow up requests, as well as internal concerns. 

Throughout the review, instances were identified where key decisions were made which 
appear to have been made by individuals based on the information on hand at the time. There 
were weaknesses in the governance mechanisms to ensure all relevant and pertinent 
information was provided to the decision-maker. This includes the decision to award Mr 
Fullerton with a renewed employment contract. Particular weaknesses impacting decision
making included gaps in communication and/or handover of key risk matters to key 
individuals; and a lack of formal performance review at a key milestone. 
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Developing a strong internal control framework requires both tangible elements, such as 
procurement controls and an integrity framework, as well as intangible elements, such as 
organisational culture and behavioural drivers. Our review observations include certain 
behaviours which collectively suggest the culture regarding governance, including 
compliance and accountability aspects, requires improvement. This includes a reported pre
disposition of NMHS facilities management staff to prioritise operational expediency over due 
process; lack of importance placed on key compliance requirements; and instances where 
accountability was not reinforced, such as a lack of conducting performance review; reported 
quality concerns in investigation processes not adequately reviewed or closed out; and lack 
of robust follow through on actions from previous reports. 

The recommendations in this report, set out in section 5, cannot be addressed in isolation 
and, in response, both the Department and the NMHS should consider a holistic approach 
that reviews the behavioural norms of the organisations, focuses on the drivers of those 
behaviours and works to actively change those behaviours to reinforce the desired culture. 

Appropriate consideration also needs to be given to ensure resourcing constraints do not 
compromise the good intent of planned actions to remediate the risks, in particular in areas 
such as the NMHS ethics and integrity area, and the proposed procurement hub. 
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2 Terms of reference and approach 

2.1 Scope 

The review considered the adequacy, or otherwise, of: 

1. Relevant policies, procedures and management practices around procurement and
contract management issues identified in the CCC Report in the period 24 October 2014
to 23 May 2016, with specific attention to the granting and management of maintenance
and service contracts within NMHS.

2. Relevant policies, procedures and management practices around risk management
arising from the issues identified in the CCC Report, including the identification and
management of risks around procurement and contract management; conflicts of interest;
gifts, benefits and hospitality; and misconduct.

3. Governance and oversight mechanisms in place to ensure that executive level leadership,
particularly the Chief Executive, and where relevant the Board, of the NMHS, and the
Director General of the Department of Health, were fully briefed by relevant NMHS and/or
Department of Health staff in a timely manner on the concerns and issues ultimately
highlighted in the CCC Report. This included, but was not limited to, briefings on the
outcome of the Department of Health internal investigation/s undertaken following the
CCC referral of the original allegations back to the Department on 24 October 2014.

4. Information provided to support decisions made by the Chief Executive and where
relevant the Board of the NMHS and/or the Director General of the Department of Health
relating to:

a) The extension of the employment contract of Mr John Fullerton (former Executive
Director of Facilities Management at NMHS) in 2015; and

b) The approval of redundancy packages for Mr Fullerton and Mr Shaun Ensor (former
Acting Manager Area Facilities Development at SCGH and PMH); and, if applicable,
Mr David Mulligan (former Executive Director of Perth Children's Hospital Integration)
in late 2016 (Fullerton/Mulligan) and in mid-2018 (Ensor) 1•

5. Responses of the NMHS and the Department of Health, particularly changes to relevant
policies, procedure and management practices, following previous reports relating to
Health Service Providers and the Department of Health which highlighted inadequacies
in governance around fraud prevention and detection.

This included the CCC report titled "Report on Fraud and Corruption in Procurement in
WA Health 2014"; and Department of Health Internal Report on Procurement in NMHS
prepared in April 2015 following the CCC referral on 24 October 2014; as well as a further
two reports.

6. Changes to relevant policies, procedures and management practices by the Department
of Health and the NMHS in response to the concerns and issues identified in the internal

1 Please note scope item 4 b) related to the redundancy packages has not been included in this report as the matter is under 
separate consideration. 
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investigation/s undertaken following the CCC referral of these matters back to the 
Department on 24 October 2014. 

This included changes since the enactment of the Health Services Act 2016 on 1 July 
2016 with the establishment of Health Service Provider Boards, and any improvements 
enacted and/or still required following the most recent CCC Report tabled in August 2018. 

2.2 Review approach 

Addressing the Terms of Reference required extensive review and consultation in order to 
identify contributing factors, remedial action, and lessons learnt. 

Key aspects included: 

• Consideration of policies, procedures and other documentation as described in section 6.

• Interviews and discussions with relevant past and present Department of Health, NMHS
and Health Support Services personnel.

• Compilation and analysis of factual information to identify the factors, process/control
weaknesses and improvement opportunities.

2.2.1 Limitations of our review 

This review is by nature a governance review and therefore, due to the nature and scope, did 
not extend to any investigation of specific activities or allegations. 

Documentation requested for review was based on expected contemporary practice and 
standards; and/or information made known to us during interviews and discussions, as noted 
below. The availability of documentation was dependent on the completeness and accuracy 
of records maintained by the Department of Health, NMHS and other relevant stakeholders. 

It should be noted that a number of documents were redacted by the Department to remove 
information of a sensitive nature not considered pertinent to this review. We have not sought 
to verify the appropriateness of these redactions. Further, whilst we reviewed email and other 
correspondence provided to us by the Department and the NMHS, due to the nature of the 
review, we did not undertake a formal review of emails using scanning technology. 

2.2.2 Acknowledgements 

Given the nature of the scope and timeframe under review, the review relied on the 
cooperation and support of a number of individuals at the Department of Health and the 
NMHS in sourcing documentation and participating in interviews. In addition, there were a 
number of Department of Health and NMHS personnel with relevant roles who are no longer 
employed by their respective organisations, but who were willing to be interviewed. We thank 
all of the individuals for their availability and cooperation during this review. 

It is appreciated that running a public health service is a complex and dynamic task; and the 
challenges on leadership are extensive, which highlights the importance of adequate 
governance structures. It is further noted that the WA Health governance structures were in 
transition during part of the review period. The observations and recommendations in this 
report should be considered with the purpose and good intent of contributing to the 
governance and overall performance of the WA health system. 
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3 Background 

3.1 North Metropolitan Health Service - Facilities Management 

The North Metropolitan Health Service ("NMHS") services the largest percent of Western 
Australia's population of all the Health Service Providers in WA. 

As at July 2018, the NMHS had 10,600 staff and a budget of over $2 billion, with responsibility 
over the following hospital sites: 

• Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital;
• Osborne Park Hospital;
• Graylands Hospital;
• King Edward Memorial Hospital;

• Joondalup Health Campus, through a partnership with Ramsay Health;
• The Queen Elizabeth II Medical Centre, as delegate of the QEIIMC Trust; and

• Perth Children's Hospital, through a Memorandum of Agreement with the Child and
Adolescent Health Service.

The Facilities Management area within the NMHS have responsibility for a broad range of 
services to the various sites under the control of the NMHS, including minor and major capital 
works; maintenance; gardens and grounds; waste management; and more. The division 
reports to an Executive Director with administration and management centralised at the Sir 
Charles Gairdner Hospital site, and Campus Facilities Managers located at each key site. 

3.2 Corruption and Crime Commission's Report: 2018 

On 16 August 2018, the CCC released their report titled 'Report into bribery and corruption in 
maintenance and service contracts within Norlh Metropolitan Health Service2

'. 

The report specifically deals with the alleged corrupt behaviours of two senior executives 
within the NMHS, Mr John Fullerton and Mr David Mulligan, as well as Mr Shaun Ensor. 

The report found that more than $125,000 was spent on lunches for NMHS employees over 
a decade and more than $150,000 was spent on travel for the benefit of Mr Fullerton and Mr 
Mulligan, in return for favouring certain contractors in awarding maintenance and service 
contracts 3. 

An overarching theme of the report include a range of behaviours common to procurement 
fraud, and questions how the behaviour was not identified4

• 

The report concludes that the NMHS will have to improve its fraud prevention capability and 
notes that the WA health system has committed to building capability in the area of integrity 
promotion and corruption prevention within all Health Service Providers5

• 

2 Report into bribery and corruption in maintenance and service contracts, CCC, 16 August 2018 ("CCC Report, August 2018")
3 CCC Report, August 2018, page 2 
4 CCC Report, August 2018, page 85 
5 CCC Report, August 2018, page 85 
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4 Observations 

4.1 Procurement policy and practice 

4.1.1 Procurement policy framework 

Procurement within the WA Health system is governed by two key articles of legislation: 

• The State Supply Commission Act 1991 ("the SSC Act") which provides the legislative
basis for the procurement of goods and services in Western Australia. State Supply
Commission policies are based on the SSC Act and the Department is expected to adhere
to these policies6

. 

• The Public Works Act 1902 which is regulated by the Building Management and Works
division of the Department of Finance. 'Works' in this context includes works in connection
with hospitals 7• 

For the period under review, the policy framework at the Department included the following 
key procurement policies: 

• Whole of Government Procurement Practice Guide, January 2013, Department of
Finance8

; and

• Guide to Procurement and Contract Management for the WA Health System (Goods &
Services and ICT), May 20159 ("the Guide").

The Guide adopts a purchasing threshold based approach, whereby the procurement 
approach depends on the value of the purchase. At the date of publication of the Guide in 
May 2015, the following purchasing thresholds were in place: 

• Purchases up to $20,000 -direct source;

• Purchases $20,000 to $50,000-verbal quotes;

• Purchases $50,000 - $250,000 -written quotes, and buyer may request assistance from
Health Corporate Network ('HCN') to facilitate the procurement process; and

• Purchases over $250,000 - open tender, and buyer must engage the Department of
Finance Procurement Support to facilitate the tender process.

4.1.1.1 Policy related to procurement of 'works' 

Although SSC policies apply to goods and services, they do not extend to 'works'. Works is 
defined as including building works, maintenance, refurbishment and construction. Works 
may involve large and significant capital works, or minor alterations, additions and 
refurbishment. Services related to works may also be categorised as works, such as the 
services of an architect, engineer, tradesperson or contractor. 

6 State Supply Commission Act 1991, par 17 (1), ('SSC Act 1991") 
7 Public Works Act 1902, par 2 (f) 
8 Goods and services procurement practice guide, Department or Finance, 2013 
9 Guide to Procurement and Contract Management for WA Health, May 2015 
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The 2015 Guide clearly states that: 

"Additionally, this Guide does not apply to the procurement of works. Separate policies 
and processes apply to low-value works procurement under the value of $2 million." 10 

The Guide defines 'low value works' as works required to either bring a building component 
back to its original state; and those that alter or upgrade a building. 

There was no clear policy within the Department or the NMHS, specific to works, until 1 July 
2016 when the 'Works Procurement Policy" was implemented.11 

In the absence of a clear policy specific to works, NMHS facilities management staff 
interviewed12 noted that there was often uncertainty as to whether certain purchases under 
$250,000 were considered 'goods and services' or 'works'. In particular, when procuring the 
services of consultants related to building projects, such as architects or engineers, there was 
uncertainty on whether this classifies as 'services', as it is a consulting activity; or 'works', 
since it relates to the construction of works. 

The classification of 'good and services' versus 'works' is important, as procurement of goods 
and services over $50,000 would lead to involvement from HCN and over $250,000 from the 
Department of Finance, to assist in facilitation of the procurement, including ensuring correct 
templates were used and tender evaluations completed. 

However, neither HCN nor the Department of Finance were involved in works-related 
procurement, except for large capital works projects run through Building Management & 
Works or Strategic Projects (for example, construction of the Perth Children's Hospital). 

This may have created a gap in the governance of works-related procurement which 
increased the risk of improper procurement practices. 

4.1.1.2 Updates to the procurement policy framework 

The Office of the Chief Procurement Officer ("OCPO") was established in February 2014 to 
oversee an effective standardised procurement function across WA Health. OCPO initiated a 
multi-phased program of works related to the uplift of procurement practices across 2014-
2016, referred to as the Strategic Procurement Program 13.

Key deliverables included the establishment of a revised Health-specific procurement policy 
framework and practice guide, including reference to the Works Procurement Policy 14

, which 
was to be applied across all area health services, including the NMHS; and the 
implementation of the Procurement Development and Management System ("PDMS") which 
rolled out in 1 July 2016, as a centralised procurement and contract management solution. 

10 Guide to Procurement and Contract Management for WA Health, May 2015, page 4 
11 Works Procurement Policy, Department of Health, July 2016 
12 Interview records, December 2018 
13 WA Health Strategic Procurement Program, Office of the Chief Procurement Officer, 2016 ("OCPO Strategic Program, 
2016") 
14 Guide to Procurement and Contract Management for WA Health, October 2016 
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Overall, the procurement policies relevant to facilities management at NMHS developed over 
time to meet the policy requirements as set out in the Department of Finance's Procurement 
Practice Guide, noting the lack of a specific Works related procurement policy until July 2016. 
Staff interviewed also noted a high degree of awareness regarding the purchasing thresholds 
and associated procurement approaches required, again noting the lack of clarity with regards 
to works procurement. 

4.1.2 Facilities management procurement 

The NMHS adopted a mixed model to procuring facilities management goods, services and 
works. Administration and management of facilities management was centralised within the 
Facilities Management division, based at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital and this team was 
responsible for certain procurement, particularly in regards to project-related works. In 
addition, each hospital site had a Campus Facilities Manager which led a team of 
tradespersons on the ground at the individual site, who were responsible for procuring items 
required for the day-to-day running of the sites. 

From our review of key documentation, sample testing of facilities management procurement 
transactions between 2014 and 2016, as well as interviews with key staff; we have identified 
the following factors which may have contributed to an increased risk of procurement policy 
non-compliance and/or fraud: 

• Competencies and focus of facilities management staff

The core competencies and focus of the facilities management staff are specific to their
trade related training and experience. The majority of the staff are tradespersons
(electricians, plumbers, fitters, etc.) and their core role is to deliver trade services to the
relevant sites.

Notwithstanding the procurement and system related training provided by OCPO and
NMHS, staff interviewed did not consider discharging procurement administration and
compliance requirements as a primacy aspect of their role, whilst acknowledging the need
for such controls15• This may have created an environment where, in the absence of 
strong accountability, role-modelling and reinforcement within facilities management,
insufficient attention was given to key controls and policy compliance.

• Prioritising operational expediency over due process

As is often the case in operationally driven and time critical processes, there is a need to
balance operational expediency with governance and compliance requirements. During
interviews, staff and leadership reflected that, at the time, there was a culture where
getting the task done within the required timeframes was often given greater weight than
the governance and compliance requirements associated with procurement policy 16

. 

Acknowledging the procurement related training delivered to facilities management,
certain facilities management staff did not raise concerns when teams directly contacted
known suppliers who had previously successfully delivered work and had knowledge of

15 Interview records, December 2018
16 Interview records, December 2018
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the site requirements, despite the policy requirements to obtain verbal quotes from 
multiple sources. Whilst in most cases this may have been done on a bona fide basis by 
staff, it does create a culture of non-compliance with policy which increases the risk of 
bribery and corruption occurring. 

• Various procurement systems and requirements

There were a number of different systems in use at various stages of the procurement
process, for various purposes, which may have reduced the likelihood of staff using the
correct system in the correct manner.

It appears there are currently still several systems in place and some inconsistencies in
the utilisation of these systems. For example, at the present, whilst the primary
procurement system within NMHS is Oracle iProcurement, facilities management use
EMPAC as the primary work-flow system, as we were informed that iProcurement does
not provide a suitable asset-specific work order capability 17• This necessitates an interface
between EMPAC and iProcurement. However, we were informed that not all facilities
management procurement is transacted via EMPAC as there has been a greater use of
iProcurement by certain facilities management staff recently 18. 

Further, whilst TRIM is the primary recordkeeping system, we were informed that many
facilities management staff still use the shared drive to store procurement and contract
related documentation.

Our sample testing noted high levels of inconsistency in recordkeeping, in particular with
regards to evidence of works specifications, award letters and contract management
documentation. This was also highlighted in the CCC report, 201819, as well as internal
compliance audits by OCPO20. 

• Lack of centralised contract register

There was no complete and accurate contract register in place at NMHS during the period
under review. Whilst we were informed that certain managers may have kept informal
contract registers in the form of Excel spreadsheets, this did not constitute a
comprehensive contract register as required by standard practice.

As part of the Strategic Procurement Program, the Department implemented· a
Procurement Development and Management System ("PDMS") in 2016 to act as primary
repository for contractual information. There is a requirement for all contracts over
$50,000 to be entered into PDMS, however the threshold has recently been reduced to
$20,000 for works related procurement. There may be a further need to mandate all
procurement transactions be entered into PDMS.

• High number of low value contracts

The Department and the NMHS adopted a risk-based approach where higher value
contracts (e.g. over $250,000) were given greater scrutiny in terms of ensuring open and

17 Interview records, November 2018 
18 Interview records, November 2018 
19 CCC Report, 2018 
20 NMHS Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Facilities Management Procurement Review OCPO, April 2015 ("SCGH OCPO report,
April 2015''); NMHS Facilities Management Audit OCPO, July 2018 ('NMHS FM Audit, July 2018"); NMHS King Edward 
Memorial Hospital Facilities Management Procurement Review OCPO, May 2016 ("KEMH OCPO report, May 2016") 
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transparent decision-making. This is reflected in the purchasing threshold based 
requirements of the procurement policy21• 

However, the nature of facilities management operations involves procuring a significant 
number of low value goods, services and works which may not attract the same level of 
scrutiny as higher value transactions. 

It is clear that this was acknowledged as a risk by the NMHS. During 2015, as a result of 
concerns related to the number of purchases under $20,000, the Area Director of Facilities 
Management lowered the threshold for verbal quotes related to facilities management 
procurement to $20,000, whereby a buyer had to complete a verbal quote form and obtain 
between 2-5 verbal quotes for purchases under $20,000. The Area Director did however 
note certain implementation challenges, such as take-up, compliance and form over 
substance; and suggested that there needs to be some measure of reliance on the buyer 
to follow the correct practice22

. 

Client request forms are also required to be completed to initiate the purchase, record the 
quotes received and submit for approval in line with the approved Procurement Delegation 
Schedule. Client request forms were required to be completed for all purchases over 
$20,000, however this was reduced to $5,000 for facilities management related 
procurement in 2016. 

An audit conducted by OCPO in July 2018 recommended that the NMHS develop specific 
guidance in relation to adequate documentation and appropriate practices for purchases 
below $5,00023

• We note this recommendation has not been actioned. 

• Lack of pre-approved panels for low value works

We note that at the time, the NMHS did not have established panels for low-value
contracts which may have reduced the risk as panel members would have been pre
qualified. Monitoring and reporting of spend is more transparent if there are a set number
of panel members.

We acknowledge work is underway, in collaboration with the Department of Finance, to
establish such panels, however they are not yet in place.

• Limited monitoring of compliance with policies

At the time, there was limited monitoring of the compliance with the procurement policies.
There was no function internal to the NMHS which had carriage of compliance matters or
who could have performed regular reviews or spot checks. The Procurement & Contract
Management team within NMHS were focused on providing advice with regards to
procurement policy, but did not have the remit or capacity to undertake regular monitoring
or compliance checks24.

We note that OCPO's Compliance and Audit team would undertake formal compliance
audits and did so at the King Edward Memorial Hospital; Graylands Hospital and Sir
Charles Gairdner Hospital sites in 2015 and 2016; however these were once-off audits of
specific sites, which whilst raising significant issues of non-compliance, did not result in

21 Guide to Procurement and Contract Management in WA Health, May 2015 
22 Interview records, December 2018 
23 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018, page 13 
24 Interview records, November and December 2018 
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substantive change in the procurement practices within facilities management. This is 
further discussed in section 4.1.3. 

We were advised by facilities management leadership that a focus has been on education 
and awareness to drive a culture of accountability, and that the onus is on the initiation 
and approver of the purchase to follow the correct procedure and ensure policies are 
adhered to25

. 

Given the size, scale and diversity of the NMHS' procurement activity, good practice would 
be to also conduct central monitoring and analysis over procurement data to identify high 
risk areas or compliance concerns. This was not in place during the period under review, 
nor as at August 2018. 

4.1.2.1 Closing obse,vations 

Any system of internal control is vulnerable to exploitation by individuals who are deliberately 
circumventing the controls, in particular when there is collusion between senior executive and 
external parties. However, the control framework over facilities management procurement 
within the NMHS at the time was such that there were a number of factors which may have 
contributed to an increased risk of procurement policy non-compliance and/or fraud. Whilst 
improvements have been made, and further improvements planned, not all the risks noted 
above have been effectively mitigated. 

4.1.3 Actions taken to address findings from previous procurement reviews 

During the period under review, there were four key reviews of procurement processes 
undertaken. These were undertaken by OCPO as part of their Procurement Review Project, 
which was designed to perform reviews and audits over the hospital sites managed by NMHS 
as a method to inform an effective and transparent governance framework from procurement 
through to contract management. 

The four reports were: 

• NMHS Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Facilities Management Procurement Review (April
2015) 26; 

• NMHS King Edward Memorial Hospital Facilities Management Procurement Review (May
2016) 27; 

• NMHS Graylands Hospital Facilities Management Procurement Review (December
2016) 28; and

• NMHS Facilities Management Audit (July 2018)29• 

There are a number of similar recommendations across all four reports and the 2018 NMHS 
report was essentially a follow up of the April 2015 OCPO report. 

25 Interview records, November 2018 
26 SCGH OCPO report, April 2015 
27 KEMH OCPO report, May 2016 
28 NMHS Graylands Hospital Facilities Management Procurement Review OCPO, December 2016 ("Graylands OCPO report, 
May 2016') 
29 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018 
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A summary of the recommendations from the four reports are below, along with the current 
status of implementation, based on our review of documentation and discussions with 
management: 

Summary of relevant procurement reviews undertaken by OCPO between 2015- 2018: 

Report 

SCGH Facilities 
Management 
Procurement 
Review (2015) 

KEMH Facilities 
Management 
Procurement 
Review (2016) 

Graylands 
Facilities 
Management 
Procurement 
Review (2016) 

Summary 

This review was initiated as a result of 
the CCC's referral of allegations 
against Mr Fullerton in November 
2014. Further context is provided in 
section 4.3 and in particular 4.3.2. 

The predominant concerns were in 
relation to a lack of documentation to 
evidence adequate procurement 
planning, development, 
advertising, evaluation, negotiation and 
award, management, and 
administration. 

This review was initiated as part of the 
OCPO Procurement Review project. 

It is noted in the report that KEMH 
Facilities Management appear to have 
taken learnings from the 2015 SCGH 
review, however there were still 
concerns in relation to lacking 
documentation to evidence adequate 
procurement planning, development, 
evaluation, management, and 
administration. 

This review was initiated as part of the 
OCPO Procurement Review project. 

It is noted in the report that Graylands 
Hospital Facilities Management appear 
to have taken learnings from the 2015 
SCGH review, however there were still 
concerns in relation to lacking 
documentation to evidence adequate 
procurement planning, development, 
evaluation, management, and 
administration. 

30 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018 page 7 

Current status 

A follow up was performed in July 2018 
- the NMHS Facilities Management
Audit. This report noted that the
recommendations from the original
report were not adequately
implemented.

As such, all recommendations were 
superseded by recommendations in 
the 2018 report. 

Specifically, the report noted that the 
"lack of directed and coordinated 
approach in developing and 
implementing actions .... is likely to be a 
major contributing factor behind the 
lack of success in achieving desired 
outcomes"30.

As at November 2018, all 
recommendations from the report have 
been actioned, seven of which were 
duplicates of SCGH recommendations. 

The recommendations were assigned 
to relevant individuals for action and 
steps towards implementation were 
taken; however we did not verify the 
operational effectiveness of the 
actions. 

The recommendations from this report 
are the same as the recommendations 
from the KEMH report, hence the 
status of the actions are the same as 
the KEMH actions noted above. 
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Summary 

This review was initiated on request of 
the NMHS to assess the actions taken 
following the 2015 SCGH audit, 
examining the extent to which the 
recommendations have been 
implemented. Further context on this 
report is given in 4.3.2.3. 

In general, the report found that there 
appeared to be no strict definition on 
how to classify a particular 
procurement; that a significant amount 
of expenditure is taken outside formal 
contracting processes; that staff may 
not be appropriately skilled to perform 
the procurement work expected; and 
finally that recommendations from the 
previous report had not been 
adequately implemented, leading to 
little meaningful improvement over the 
three years. 

Current status 

Eighteen recommendations were 
made, many reiterating that the original 
recommendations from 2015 still need 
to be implemented. 

As at November 2018, only one had 
not been formally actioned, relating to 
the guidelines for purchases under 
$5,000. 

The majority of the recommendations 
that have been actioned is in the form 
of the scope of works related to the 
Facilities Management Procurement 
Hub project, further discussed in 
4.3.2.4. 

As such, whilst action has been taken 
towards implementation, actual 
operational implementation of the 
changes may not have occurred yet. 

4.1.3.1 Closing observations 

It is important to note the following: 

• Whilst action has now been taken across the majority of recommendations, in the main
the actions have not led to substantive change in the underlying practice.

• Further, the most significant progress towards driving substantive change is the work
associated with the Facilities Management Procurement Hub project, which was only
initiated in late 201831

. 

Therefore, it would appear that there has not been adequate action taken to address 
recommendations arising from these procurement reviews, dating back to 2015. 

31 Project Initiation Document: Facilities Management Procurement and Contract Management Audit Project, August 2018 
("PIO FMPAC Project, August 2018") 
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4.2 Fraud, corruption and integrity framework 

4.2.1 Comprehensive integrity framework 

4.2.1.1 WA Health 

Between 2012 and 2015, the Department developed the WA Health Integrity and Ethical 
Governance Framework32 ("the Framework") to increase the confidence in the ethics, integrity 
and professional conduct of staff. The Framework sets out the applicable oversight bodies; 
legislative framework; compliance instruments; and conduct categories. The Framework was 
to be applied across all of WA Health, including the NMHS which was then an area health 
service. 

In 2014 the Department conducted an external review of the Framework, to measure its 
effectiveness and whether the Framework was delivering its intended purpose. The report 
highlighted a number of positive aspects, but noted that the Framework was still considered 
to be in its early stages and that there appeared to be a fundamental disconnect between the 
Framework material and the actual knowledge and ability of staff to access it and put into 
practice33

. 

There appears to have been little substantive progress on implementing the Framework since 
that time, and the devolution of integrity responsibilities to the Health Service Providers in 
July 2016 effectively outdated the application of the Framework, as Health Service Providers 
took ownership of their own integrity risk management. 

4.2.1.2 North Metropolitan Health Service 

Since 2016, the NMHS have developed a series of policies to address integrity related 
matters. These include, but is not limited to: 

• Managing Conflicts of Interest Procedure - first issued 7 September 201834; and

• Managing Offers of Gifts, Benefits or Hospitality Procedure - first issued 21 August
201835

• 

Further, the NMHS is subject to the following key Departmental policies, which apply across 
all Health Service Providers: 

• Code of Conduct - updated July 201636
; and

• Discipline Policy37
, which replaced the previous Misconduct Policy - dated October 2016.

32 Integrity and Ethical Governance Framework Fact Sheet, 2015 ("l&EG Fact Sheet, 2015'1 
33 Review of Integrity and Ethical Governance Framework, Department of Health, June 2014 ("l&EGF Review, June 2014") 
34 NMHS Managing Conflicts of Interest Procedure 2018 
35 NMHS Declaring Offers of Gift Benefit Hospitality Procedure 2018 
36 Code of Conduct, Department of Health, July 2016 
37 Discipline Policy, Department of Health, October 2016 
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In addition, we noted that the NMHS have developed a Corporate Governance Framework38
, 

updated in December 2017, to promote accountability and transparency and outline the 
responsibilities for governance across the NMHS. 

Notwithstanding the Corporate Governance Framework and key policies, the NMHS does not 
currently have a comprehensive integrity framework which addresses all elements expected 
by good practice, as described in the Australian Standard on Fraud and Corruption Control 
AS8001 :2008. 

The Corporate Governance Framework notes that the oversight of integrity and ethics is the 
responsibility of the Workforce corporate function, but notes there is a "current gap" in 
oversight by a NMHS Corporate Governance Committee39

. The current Terms of Reference 
for the NMHS Audit and Risk Committee, whilst referring to risk management in general, does 
not specifically refer to fraud or integrity matters40

; although we note that there is a monthly 
report to the Audit Risk Committee which includes a summary of misconduct matters41

• 

A comprehensive integrity framework is a system which creates a holistic environment that 
deters, detects and deals with serious fraud and corruption, based on principles of prevention, 
detection and response. These principles are clearly set out in AS8001:2008 which is widely 
considered to be the minimum requirements for public and private sector organisation across 
Australia, and is referred to in the Public Sector Commission's Good Governance Guide -
Principle 5: Ethics and integrity. 

Key elements of the NMHS framework which do not align with the expected standard include: 

• Lack of a formal Fraud Control Strategy

There is no formal Fraud Control Strategy which includes a Fraud and Corruption Control
or Fraud Risk Management Plan, outlining policies and procedures relating to fraud
prevention, detection and response, including investigation procedures.

• Complete and up to date fraud risk assessments

A recommendation from the CCC's 2014 report on fraud in the WA Health system42 was
to conduct a comprehensive fraud and corruption risk assessment. In actioning this
recommendation, a series of risk registers for all area health services, including the
NMHS, was created, dated March 201543

• We note that the NMHS register has not been
maintained or updated and only extend to procurement related fraud risks. The lack of
comprehensive fraud risk assessments was raised by an independent internal audit
conducted in 2016 which noted that no fraud risk assessments were performed by the
NMHS44

. 

38 NMHS Corporate Governance Framework, December 2017 
39 NMHS Corporate Governance Framework, December 2017, page 9 
40 NMHS Board Audit and Risk Committee, Charter and Terms of Reference, August 2018 ("NMHS ARC Charter, August 
2018") 
41 Board Audit and Risk Committee, Executive Director Bu�lness and Performance Monthly Report, December 2018 
42 Report on Fraud and Corruption in Procurement in WA Health, CCC, June 2014 ("CCC Report, June 2014")
43 NMHS Fraud Risk Assessment, March 2015 
H Review of Misconduct Management: NMHS, Audit Report (draft), March 2016 ("NMHS Misconduct Review, March 2016") 
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• Proactive fraud control through adequate training and awareness

We note that all staff are mandated to undertake the online Accountable and Ethical
Decision Making training module and whilst this provides a foundation-level awareness of
fraud risks, good practice includes extending training to:

Face to face fraud and corruption awareness training; 

- Training to increase awareness on confidential reporting options;

- Group sessions or workshops on key fraud risks, such as what is a conflict of interest;
what gifts are reportable; and how to identify and act on suspicious behaviour.

It is not clear whether, or to what extent, similar training occurred, although we note 
interviews with relevant staff indicated that there was no formal fraud or integrity training 
program within NMHS45 . 

• Appropriate linkage and deployment of Internal Audit

The AS8001 :2008 standard provides guidance on the contribution Internal Audit can
make, as part of organisation governance, to monitor the control environment with respect
to fraud and corruption, amongst other risks. Integrity, compliance and conduct would
typically be considered in an organisation' risk management framework with thematic risk
areas available for Internal Audit to consider in planning activities.

In the review period, the NMHS risk management framework and Internal Audit capability
were not sufficiently mature to enable this. The NMHS are in the process of addressing
this, through a strategic risk assessment and development of a Strategic Internal Audit
Plan. Recommended development of detailed fraud risk assessments will also assist to
inform future audit activity.

4.2.1.3 Closing observations 

Whilst there are a number of elements of an integrity framework currently in place at the 
NMHS, and work is continuing on developing further elements, there is currently no 
comprehensive integrity framework within the NMHS that aligns with expected practice. 

A robust integrity framework helps maintain a level of alertness and ensure staff are attuned 
to fraud risks; and the gaps that existed in the integrity framework at the time may have 
comprised this fraud risk awareness, further increasing the risk of fraudulent behaviour 
remaining undetected. 

4.2.2 Approach to misconduct investigations 

The response to fraud or corruption often involves investigations of the alleged behaviour that 
is either fraudulent, corrupt or amounts to misconduct. The Australian Standard on Fraud and 
Corruption Control provides guidance on expected practice regarding investigations, 
including processes to deal with reporting fraud, existence of adequate investigation 
guidelines and qualified investigators. 

45 lnteiview records, November 2018 
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4.2.2.1 Approach as set out in the Misconduct and Discipline Policies 

The approach to undertaking misconduct investigations in WA Health is set out in the 
Department's Discipline Policy, which was updated in October 2016 to replace the previous 
Misconduct Policy and applies to all Health Service Providers, including the NMHS. 

Under the Misconduct Policy46
, prior to the introduction of the Health Service Provider boards 

on 1 July 2016, the Department's Corporate Governance Directorate had a direct role in 
overseeing actions in relation to allegations or suspicions of misconduct. The Corporate 
Governance Directorate was responsible for liaising with the relevant area health service in 
the conduct of the investigation, unless the matter was significant enough to require reporting 
to the CCC as outlined in the Misconduct Policy. 

The approach involved allocating decision-makers in the suspected employee's own 
functional area to triage new complaints, investigate and make disciplinary decisions. General 
staff in a functional area (for example, a Nursing Manager) were assigned to undertake the 
investigations and we were informed that these nominated individuals would have received a 
three day training program on how to undertake misconduct investigations. We note that 
Commonwealth and State Governments across Australia generally require investigations to 
be undertake by those with a Certificate Ill or Certificate IV in Government Investigations. We 
acknowledge that the NMHS Workforce staff assisting the Ethics and Integrity Unit now have 
the relevant qualifications. 

4.2.2.2 Concerns with the investigative approach raised 

Interviews with staff who were in the Corporate Governance Directorate at the time noted 
concerns with the investigation approach47

• This was corroborated by an independent internal 
audit conducted in 2016, on behalf of the Department across all area health services, which
noted "issues of non-compliance with the misconduct management process"48

• 

The concerns relate to the fact that the investigative approach was led from a human resource 
(Workforce) perspective and not an ethics and integrity perspective, which may have led to 
elements of performance management processes being combined into the misconduct 
investigation. 

In March 2016 the then Assistant Director General System and Corporate Governance noted 
these concerns in a memorandum to the State Health Executive Forum49

. The memorandum 
confirmed that the Corporate Governance Directorate undertakes case reviews of all 
misconduct matters reported to the CCC across WA Health, but noted that its review of 13 
recent cases identified that the "findings made by decision makers are deficient" and noted 
concerns regarding complainants not being interviewed, respondents' claims not being 
validated and "decisions are made without adequate exploration or validation of available 
information and lines of inquest are not receiving appropriate attention". Whilst partial 
responsibility was attributed to weaknesses in the Misconduct policy, concerns were raised 
regarding the overall approach to misconduct investigations by functional area decision 
makers. 

46 Misconduct Policy, Department of Health, September 2014 
47 Interview records, December 2018 and January 2019 
48 NMHS Misconduct Review, March 2016, page 15 
49 Corporate Governance Directorate Activity Report Update to State Health Executive Forum, March 2016
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Subsequently, the Misconduct Policy was reviewed and, in conjunction with the introduction 
of the Health Services Act in July 2016, resulted in a new policy referred to as the Discipline 
Policy. 

However, the investigative approach outlined in the Discipline Policy 50
, which came into effect 

from October 2016, largely follows the same approach, with a requirement that a 'Decision
maker' be appointed, on advice from Human Resources, and notes that the relevant Ethics 
and Integrity Unit within the Health Service Providers "may be consulted on the scope of the 
investigation". 

The following are risks associated with this approach: 

• Common risks with human resource led investigations may be the lack of trust by the
reporting party in the capacity of human resources to remain objective, as they can often
be viewed as protecting staff or senior management. Further, if the allegations are found
to be unsubstantiated, the reporting party may have concerns of reciprocal action being
taken by their functional head (as the Decision-maker) consciously or subconsciously.

• The approach to investigating suspected misconduct is different to the way in which a
workplace conflict or performance management issue is investigated. For example, the
Discipline Policy requires that the subject of the allegation is required to be informed at
the commencement of an investigation of the allegations against them, noting this may be
subsequent to the Decision-maker performing an assessment which may include a
preliminary inquiry, but not investigation. Whilst this is common practice for workplace
conflicts or complaints, it is not appropriate for investigations into potential fraud or
corruption, where the subject is usually only told of the allegations during a formal
interview, which may be at the beginning, but is often post the initial discovery phase of
the investigation.

• Staff interviewed from the Department and the NMHS raised concerns that the
involvement of Human Resources, the functional Executive and Ethics & Integrity creates
a mix of interests and experience which may dilute the appropriate disciplinary outcome51 •
There is a risk that an ineffective investigation and disciplinary decision-making function
cause the workforce to lose trust that their complaint will be dealt with appropriately; and
may result in reduced reporting of suspected fraud or corruption.

4.2.2.3 Changes to the approach in 2018 

We note that in 2018, arrangements were made for all new matters to be triaged by 
Workforce, with oversight by the Ethics & Integrity Unit within NMHS. This means that the 
Ethics & Integrity Unit can identify at the start whether the complaint or allegation may have 
a fraud or corruption element which needs to be investigated by them and not via a decision
maker appointed by Workforce. 

However, we note concerns with regards to the capacity of the NMHS Ethics & Integrity Unit 
to effectively perform this role as a full time equivalent of three resources across a staff 
complement of over 10,000. 

50 Discipline Policy, Department of Health, October 2016
51 Interview records, December 2018 
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4.2.2.4 Review into Misconduct Management within WA Health- 2016 

In later 2015, the Department's Corporate Governance Directorate initiated a review of 
misconduct management across the Department, including the area health services. This 
review was conducted as an internal audit by an external consultant, under the supervision 
of the Department's Internal Audit Unit (which reported to the Director of Corporate 
Governance). 

The objective of the review was to assess the fraud, corruption and misconduct management 
against the WA Health Misconduct Policy and elements of good practice. The scope further 
involved testing a sample of misconduct investigation files for evidence of compliance. A draft 
report was prepared for each of the area health services, including the NMHS52

. 

The draft report highlighted areas of non-compliance with the Misconduct Policy; incorrect 
mandatory reporting; poor recordkeeping on investigation files; and delays in completing 
investigations. A number of recommendations were made to remediate the gaps. 

The draft report was submitted to the Department in March 2016 and noted a presentation of 
the findings would be made to the NMHS nominated contact on 6 April 2016. We could not 
find evidence that the report was finalised, although the Executive Director of Workforce in 
NMHS at the time confirmed that the NMHS had received the draft report53. 

The Corporate Governance Directorate indicated that the report was not finalised, as there 
were concerns raised by the external consultants, the area health service contacts and the 
Department's Internal Audit Unit, about the nature and outcome of the review. Further, it was 
acknowledged that the timing may not have been appropriate as the introduction of the Health 
Service Provider boards was due to occur shortly after which would have impacted on any 
remediation actions. It was on this basis that the reports were closed off as drafts with no 
further action taken54

• It is not clear whether the WA Health Audit and Risk Committee were 
informed.

Notwithstanding this, the Department may have missed an opportunity to elevate the capacity 
and capability of the area health services in preparedness for taking on more responsibility 
for integrity related matters under the Health Service Provider model. 

In particular, the draft reports made recommendations regarding conducting fraud risk 
assessments; improvements to the approach to misconduct investigations; and the 
development of a comprehensive fraud and corruption framework - all which have raised in 
this report (refer section 4.2.1). 

4.2.2.5 Closing observations 

The management and investigation of allegations of fraud, corruption and misconduct can be 
a complex task, elevated in light of the NMHS' scale of operations and number of sites, and 
further complicated by the role the Department previously held, and now holds as system 
manager. Notwithstanding, this report has identified a number of risks associated with the 
previous approach to investigations, and whilst improvements have been made, not all of the 
risks as noted above have been effectively mitigated. 

52 
NMHS Misconduct Review, March 2016 

53 Interview records, November 2018
54 Interview records, January 2019 
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4.2.3 The role of the Department as system manager 

The introduction of the Health Service Provider board governance model in July 2016 
effectively dissolved the Department's former Corporate Governance Directorate, as the 
Health Service Providers took responsibilities for integrity related matters, including 
misconduct investigations for staff under their employ. 

We were advised by staff in the Corporate Governance Directorate at the time that there was 
a period of uncertainty regarding what the Department's role as 'system manager' was as it 
relates to integrity matters55

• 

Since then, the Department's Integrity Service area has taken a minor role regarding fraud 
and misconduct investigations and only been involved in investigations within the Health 
Service Providers on their request. 

In October 2018, in response to the CCC's report, the Department's Director of System-wide 
Integrity Services submitted a proposal to the Health Workforce Steering Committee for a 
system manager led integrated program for integrity, fraud and corruption management, the 
"IFAC project"56

. 

The scope of the project includes: 

• Development of system-wide mandatory Integrity Policy Framework, including the
development of a Fraud and Corruption Prevention mandatory Policy.

• The development of appropriate systems to ensure consistent and timely reporting on
fraud, corruption and conduct issues;

• Development of integrity promotion and capability programs; and

• Enhanced progress reporting on all recommendations from oversight bodies (e.g. CCC,
Office of the Auditor General) affecting the Department and the Health Service Providers.

We endorse this approach which may increase consistency and quality of fraud prevention 
programs, as well as transparency with regards to the implementation of system-wide 
recommendations. 

4.2.4 Actions taken to address recommendations from previous fraud 
reviews: CCC's Report on Fraud and Corruption in Procurement in WA Health 

In June 2014, the CCC released its report titled Fraud and Corruption in Procurement in WA 
Health: Dealing with the Risks57

• 

The report related to an investigation into serious misconduct a major public hospital by a 
facilities development manager. The report also addressed WA Health's measures to prevent 
fraud and corruption in its procurement activities. 

The report concluded the following, which closely relate to the findings from the 2018 CCC 
report: 

55 Interview records, December 2018 and January 2019 
56 Workforce Steering Committee: Integrity, Fraud and Corruption Management: A proposal for a system-wide integrated 
program, October 2018 ("IFAC Proposal, October 2018") 
57 CCC Report, June 2014 
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• Widespread evidence of non-compliance with policies;
• Limited capacity to effectively manage conflicts of interest; and
• Low transparency in procurement.

The CCC made five key recommendations, summarised as follows:

• Conduct a comprehensive procurement fraud and corruption risk assessment;
• Develop organisation-wide compliance strategies;
• Utilise the comprehensive fraud and corruption risk assessment noted above to inform

internal strategies;
• Develop appropriate procurement training; and
• Review policies relating to conflict of interest, gifts and benefits, and outside employment.

The recommendations were accepted by the Department's then Acting Director General at 
the time and a summary of the proposed actions were submitted by the then Chief 
Procurement Officer to the State Health Executive Forum on 23 June 201458

. 

We noted from internal correspondence dated 5 November 201459 that there was still internal 
discussions regarding the allocation of responsibilities for the recommendations, five months 
after the report was tabled. 

In an internal meeting on 11 November 201460
, it was decided that the Corporate Governance 

Directorate would take charge of undertaking fraud risk assessments and that they would 
work in collaboration with the Chief Procurement Officer on establishing appropriate 
procurement training. 

We acknowledge that various procurement training programs have been conducted since, in 
particular through the OCPO's Strategic Procurement Reform Program which including a 
symposium held in October 2015 attended by 205 staff61

• 

Action was taken on developing procurement fraud risk assessments, which resulted in the 
creation of procurement fraud risk registers for all area health services, including the NMHS, 
dated March 201562

. However, we note that the NMHS register has not been maintained or 
updated since and there is no evidence that the remaining registers were maintained or used 
to drive the implementation of suitable fraud risk controls. 

The action to review policy and procedures regarding conflicts of interest, gifts and benefits 
was the only action noted as still outstanding in March 201663, nearly two years after the 
report was issued. We note that as of 2018, the NMHS has up to date procedures on conflict 
of interest64 and gifts, benefits and hospitality65

. 

58 Management actions on the CCC Report, June 2014 as reported to State Health Executive Forum, June 2014 
59 Internal Memorandum: Addition of Recommendations for CCC Review onto the External Log, 5 November 2014 
60 Internal Memorandum: Addition of Recommendations for CCC Review onto the External Log with annotations, 11 
November 2014 
61 WA Health Reform Program Project Closeout Report: Strategic Procurement Program Phase Two, Office of the Chief 
Procurement Officer, June 2016 ("OCPO Program Closeout report, June 2016'1 
62 NMHS Fraud Risk Assessment, March 2015 
63 Corporate Governance Directorate Activity Report Update to State Health Executive Forum, March 2016, page 24 
64 NMHS Managing Conflicts of Interest Procedure, 2018 
65 NMHS Declaring Offers of Gift Benefit Hospitality Procedure, 2018 
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Notwithstanding the actions taken to address the recommendations, it would appear that the 
recommendations took a significant time to be implemented and, in particular relating to the 
fraud risk assessment recommendations, changes have not led to sustained change to a 
proactive, risk-based approach to procurement fraud control within the NMHS. 

4.3 Actions taken in response to the allegations and issues raised 
by CCC in October 2014 

On 24 October 2014, the CCC provided a letter66 to the then Acting Director General of the 
Department, outlining the anonymous allegations against Mr Fullerton and referring the 
complaint to the Department for investigation or other action within a reasonable timeframe. 

For reference, the relevant allegations, as set out by the CCC, were: 

"That Mr John Fullerton, Executive Director Facilities Management: 

1) Engages in cronyism, i.e. appoints staff to positions without advertising them /
chooses his friends to service in upper management/ has his friends acting in the
position for long periods;

2) Awards contracts to, or favours, private companies of his close friends without
seeking quotes;

3) Splits contracts to avoid additional quotes;

4) Does not allow the Department's Facility Management/ dedicated department to
seek additional quotes for contracts; and

5) Gave verbal, rather than written quotes"67
• 

4.3.1 Decision to undertake procurement audit and investigation separately 

At the time, the then Acting Director General tasked the then Chief Procurement Officer with 
investigating the matter. This was on the basis that there were other concerns regarding 
procurement within the Department at the time and it was deemed that a broad audit of 
procurement matters within the NMHS would be beneficial. 68 

The then Chief Procurement Officer met with the then Acting Director of the Department's 
Corporate Governance Directorate ('Corporate Governance Directorate') and requested that 
the Corporate Governance Directorate investigate the cronyism allegations, as the Corporate 
Governance Directorate had carriage of integrity and misconduct matters within the 
Department. 

66 Letter: Complaint about officers al Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, CCC, 24 October 2014 f'Letter CCC lo DG, October 
2014") 
67 Letter CCC lo DG, October 2014, page 1 
68 Interview records, January 2019 
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On 14 November 2014, the Chief Procurement Officer wrote to the Acting Director General, 
outlining this approach and recommending that the CCC be informed accordingly69

• The 
Director General provided a letter back to the CCC on 7 December 2014, confirming this 
approach 7°. 

The procurement audit was undertaken by OCPO's Compliance and Audit team and resulted 
in the report titled NMHS Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital- Facilities Management Procurement 
Review which was finalised on 26 April 201571 , referred to hereafter as the 2015 OCPO 
report. 

The cronyism allegations were investigated by an internal investigator in the Corporate 
Governance Directorate and resulted in the report titled Preliminary Investigation Report: 
Allegations of cronyism (staff appointments) at NMHS by Mr John Fullerton which was 
finalised on 2 June 201572

• 

The fact that the procurement allegations were investigated by way of an audit, and the nature 
and scope of that audit, which was designed to test compliance with procurement policies, 
meant it did not specifically address the allegations against Mr Fullerton. This was raised by 
the CCC to the Department in June 201573 and December 201574

• 

The 2015 OCPO report specifically noted that the review was "a part of the ongoing strategic 
procurement reform program for the WA Health system"75 and does not reference specific 
allegations of improper procurement practices. The scope of the audit was only focused on 
facilities management contracts for the Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital site. Further, the audit 
tested compliance against "relevant SSC procurement guidelines" as ''the Executive Director 
of Facilities Management confirmed that the FM branch use State Supply Commission 
policies as guidance". The Executive Director of Facilities Management at the time was Mr 
Fullerton. 

4.3.1.1 Closing observations 

With the benefit of hindsight, a more considered approach may have been to request the 
Corporate Governance Directorate to appoint an independent party to investigate both the 
procurement and cronyism allegations; as well as undertake the procurement audit. This 
would have satisfied the requirements of the CCC to ensure direct action was taken on the 
allegations; as well as addressing the concerns of the Acting Director General and Chief 
Procurement Officer regarding broader procurement risks within NMHS. 

69 Internal Memorandum: Referral from CCC to the Department regarding procurement activity at SCGH, 14 November 2014 
("Memo to DG re CCC referral, November 2014") 
70 Letter: Referral from CCC to the Department regarding procurement activity at SCGH, 7 December 2014 ("Letter DG to 
CCC re referral, December 2014") 
71 SCGH OCPO report, April 2015 
72 Preliminary investigation report: Allegations or cronyism (staff appointments) at NMHS by Mr John Fullerton, Executive 
Director Facilities Management, 2 June 2015 [redacted] ("CGD investigation report, June 2015") 
73 Letter: Allegations of misconduct by officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, CCC, 9 June 2015 ('Letter CCC to DG, June 
20151 
74 Letter: Allegations or misconduct against officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, CCC, 1 0 December 2015 ("Letter CCC to 
ADG, December 2015') 
75 SCGH OCPO report, April 2015, page 3 
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4.3.2 NMHS Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital - Facilities Management 
Procurement Review - 2015 

4.3.2.1 Scope and outcomes of the review 

The objective of this procurement review was to "conduct a systematic assessment, in order 
to understand the approach and any alignment of SCGH procurement practices, to 
established procurement frameworks including legislation, policy and good governance"76

. 

The scope involved "the review of all works procurement arrangements entered into during 
2013-14 and 2014-15, by SCGH including any additional facility management arrangements 
undertaken for the QE II Trust and NMHS".77 Contracts were assessed over eight 
procurement phases, from initiation to contract administration, and high-rated compliance 
concerns were identified across all eight phases. 

The report found "In summary there was little or no evidence found of adherence to the basic 
tenets of good procurement and contract management and this is compounded by inadequate 
administration and record keeping practices" 76

. 

In total 18 recommendations were made to address the findings. 

4.3.2.2 Implementing the recommendations 

On receipt of the draft report in March 2015, the then Chief Executive of the NMHS at the 
time wrote to the then Chief Procurement Officer acknowledging the report and findings and 
providing management responses to each recommendation 79• 

The letter states that "The review findings substantiates several areas of concern previously 
identified by the Executive Director of Facilities Management" and "In view of the urgency to 
address the issues ... the current Acting Campus Facilities Manager has been tasked with 
implementing a number of strategies to address the deficiencies". The individuals in these 
roles at the time was Mr Fullerton and Mr Shaun Ensor, respectively. 

The management responses to the recommendations note Mr Fullerton as the responsible 
party to ensure the actions were implemented. 

It should be noted that the then Chief Executive has confirmed that he had no knowledge and 
awareness of the allegations against Mr Fullerton at the time, and stated that had he known, 
he would not have tasked Mr Fullerton with the implementing the recommendations from the 
report80

• The then Chief Executive has confirmed that it was normal practice to task the head 
of an area to implement recommendations which relate to his/her functional areas. 

A supporting matrix was developed to track the implementation of the recommendations81
• 

This document categorised the actions as 'urgent', 'underway' or 'low'. Twelve of the 18 
recommendations were marked as 'urgent' with the remaining noted as 'underway'. The 

76 SCGH OCPO report, April 2015, page 28 
77 SCGH OCPO report. April 2015, page 29 
78 SCGH OCPO report, April 2015, page 6 
79 Letter: Procurement review: NMHS - SCGH Facilities Management - OCPO, CE NMHS, March 2015 ("Letter CE NMHS to 
CPO, March 2015") 
80 Interview records, February 2019 
81 Implementation matrix, SCGH OCPO report, March 2015 
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majority of the actions had proposed implementation dates of either 31 December 2015 or 30 
June 2016. 

A summary of the report was included in the Audit Information Update submitted to the State 
Health Executive Forum on 22 June 201582

, noting 12 recommendations had yet to be 
actioned, and six were progressing, but still outstanding. 

The most recent version of the implementation matrix dated June 201683 notes that a number 
of individual actions had been completed in June 2015, with the remaining still underway. 
However, it is not clear what validation was undertaken to confirm the actions had indeed 
been completed. 

Other than the expectation that the Executive Director of the area would oversee the 
implementation, there appears not to have been any further oversight or tracking of the 
implementation of the recommendations outside of the facilities management area. 

4.3.2.3 Follow up review- 2018 

In 2018, the NMHS Executive requested OCPO to undertake a follow up review of the 2015 
OCPO report, to examine the extent to which the 2015 audit recommendations had been 
implemented. This resulted in the report titled NMHS Facilities Management Audit, dated 12 
July 201884

• 

The 2018 audit found that "NMHS has undertaken a number of steps in attempting to 
implement the recommendations" and whilst "some recommendations have been addressed 
to an extent, many of the steps taken ... were not sustained on a long term basis". It concludes 
that "little meaningful improvement was observed in the state of procurement practice 
compared with the 2015 Audit"85

. 

The report also made additional observations regarding the separation of procurement 
functions that exists between facilities management works and other goods and services, 
despite key processes being the same86

• 

Based on this it would appear that limited substantive action was taken to effectively address 
the risks within facilities management procurement within the NMHS until 2018. 

4.3.2.4 A remediation project established - 2018

In response to the 2018 OCPO report, and in light of the 2018 CCC report, the NMHS initiated 
a project aimed at addressing key procurement risks. The project, titled the Facilities 
Management Procurement and Contract Management Audit Project ("the FMPAC project") 
was formally established through a project implementation plan on 23 August 201887 • 

82 State Health Executive Forum 22 June 2015: WA Health Audit and Risk Committee Update, June 2015 ("SHEF ARC 
update, June 20151 
83 Master OCPO Response Register, June 2016 
84 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018 
85 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018, page 6 
88 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018, page 7 
87 PIO FMPAC Project, August 2018 
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The objective of the project is to embed longer term change to procurement and contract 
management procedure and practices by improvement governance, and increasing staff 
capacity and capability. 

A key component of the project is to separate the procurement responsibilities from facilities 
management into a centralised, dedicated procurement and contract management 'hub'. The 
rationale is to increase segregation of duties by removing the administrative and compliance 
burden on operational facilities management staff and placing these onto dedicated and 
experienced procurement specialists. 

Interviews with key staff in facilities management and procurement noted general support for 
the concept of a centralised hub88

. However, concerns were raised with regards to: 

1) The length of time it has taken to move from concept to implementation;

2) The capacity and resourcing of the hub, particularly in light of potential structural
changes in NMHS; and

3) The scope of the hub, noting that new minor works, under $2million, will not form part
of the hub as it is managed by a different team within NMHS, although conceptually a
large portion of the procurement is similar to that of facilities management.

4.3.2.5 Closing observations 

The 2015 OCPO report highlighted significant weaknesses and whilst standard practice may 
have been followed in tasking the Facilities Management area to implement the 
recommendations, there was little oversight of the tracking of the status of the actions, and 
little substantive change to the underlying practices. 

The FM PAC project is designed to remediate the key issues; however the scale of the change 
is significant and presents some risk with respect to the resources, capacity and capability to 
implement and sustain the changes. 

4.3.3 ·lnvestigation(s) into allegations of cronyism - 2016 

4.3.3.1 Initial internal investigation - 2015

Following confirmation of the approach to dealing with the CCC referral on 14 November 
201489

, the CCC was informed of the intended approach by the then Acting Director General 
in a letter dated 7 December 201490

. 

The Department's Corporate Governance Directorate was formally tasked with investigating 
the allegations of cronyism against Mr Fullerton on 29 December 2014 and an internal 
investigator was appointed on 8 January 201591 , nearly two months after the original 
notification from the CCC. 

88 Interview records, December 2018 
89 Memo CPO to DG re CCC referral, November 2014 
90 Letter DG to CCC re referral, December 2014 
91 CGD investigation report, June 2015 
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The scope of the investigation was limited to the allegations of cronyism in the appointment 
of staff, and the objective was to conduct a preliminary investigation to determine if there was 
reasonable suspicion of misconduct in relation to this allegation92

.

The investigation included three interviews in January, February and March 2015, as well as 
reviewing employment history and recruitment documentation relating to 19 individuals. Mr 
Fullerton's email traffic from 2010 to April 2015 was also examined, although we note this 
was a manual review as the investigation did not utilise contemporary email scanning 
technology. 

The report did not find evidence of improper conduct and cronyism by Mr Fullerton and 
concluded that "there is insufficient prima facie evidence for the decision maker to determine 
that there is reasonable suspicion of misconduct against Mr Fullerton in relation to this 
allegation"93. 

The report was finalised on 2 June 2015, nearly 7 months after the original CCC notification. 
There is no evidence of whether this investigation report was provided to the CCC. 

In an email to the then Acting Director General, the then Assistant Director General of System 
and Corporate Governance noted that there were "quality issues" with the internal 
investigation 94. This was corroborated through interviews with senior management within the 
Corporate Governance Directorate at the time95, who noted concerns with regards to the 
quality of the investigation and subsequent report. Notwithstanding these concerns, the 
Department did not take any further action to investigate or review the cronyism allegations. 

4.3.3.2 Progress of the investigation between April and December 2015 

On 9 June 201596, the CCC provided a letter to the then Acting Director General,
acknowledging receipt of the OCPO procurement audit report, but noting that no specific 
actions had been taken with regards to the procurement related allegations; and noting that 
the cronyism allegations were still being investigated by the Department. 

In response, on 3 July 201597
, the then Acting Director General wrote in a letter to the CCC 

that the procurement audit (the 2015 OCPO report) had been completed, and whilst noting 
deficiencies in procurement practices, it did not identify any misconduct. It should be noted 
that as per the objective and scope of the 2015 OCPO report, it did not set out to identify 
misconduct, nor does the report specifically state that no misconduct was identified. 

The letter further confirms that the Corporate Governance Directorate had competed their 
investigation into allegations of cronyism and concluded that there was no evidence 
supporting this allegation. 

From the tone of the letter, it would appear that the Department considered the matter closed 
with no further action to be taken. 

92 CGD investigation report, June 2015, page 2
93 CGD Investigation report, June 2015, page 4 
94 Email: Re: CCC WA letter, 18 December 2015 ("Email ADG to DG, December 20151 
95 Interview records, January 2019 
96 Letter CCC to DG, June 2015 
97 Letter: Allegations of misconduct by officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Department of Health, 3 July 2015 ("Letter DG 
to CCC, July 2015'') 
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On 4 August 201598
, the CCC communicated via email with the then Director of the Corporate 

Governance Directorate acknowledging that the letter from the Acting Director General 
addresses the cronyism allegations, but requesting what action the Department is taking in 
relation to the procurement-related allegations. A follow up email was sent on 19 August 
201599 and it was only in September 2015 that the Department replied that a formal response 
was being prepared. 

This response was in the form of a letter from the then Director of the Corporate Governance 
Directorate to the CCC on 27 November 2015100

. It is not clear what internal consultation took 
place between 4 August and 27 November 2015 which may have impacted on the 
timeframes. 

In this letter, the then Director of the Corporate Governance Directorate concludes that there 
was "significant absence of documentation available to the audit team" and that "had the 
procurement audit identified any information giving rise to a reasonable suspicion that 
misconduct. .. may have occurred, it would have been dealt with in accordance with ... the WA 
Health Misconduct Policy". It further concludes that "the procurement audit failed to identify 
evidence to support the allegations". It should again be noted that the objective, nature and 
scope of the OCPO audit was not aimed at identifying misconduct, notwithstanding the 
observation that if misconduct were to have been identified, it would have been reported in 
line with policy. 

On 1 O December 2015, the CCC wrote a letter101 to the then Assistant Director General for 
System and Corporate Governance, outlining the Commission considered the actions taken 
to date to be inadequate and failed to address the specific allegations referred to the 
Department. A copy of this letter was appended to a letter to the new Director General of the 
Department on 14 December 2015102

, requesting a meeting to discuss this matter. 

A response to the CCC was provided on 23 December 2015 noting the appointment of an 
external investigator to review the procurement-related allegations which was finalised on 23 
March 2016 (refer 4.3.3.3 for further discussion). 

4.3.3.3 Appointment of external investigator- 2016 

On 23 December 2015, in response to the letter from the CCC, the then Assistant Director 
General for System and Corporate Governance provided a letter to the CCC 103 

acknowledging the CCC's concerns and noting that an external investigator would be 
appointed to review the previous inquiry, and in particular, investigate the procurement
related allegations. 

98 Email: Assistance requested (CCC- sensitive], 4 August 2015 ("Email CCC to CGD, August 2015j
99 Email: F\N: Assistance requested [CCC - sensitive], 18 August 2015 ("Email CCC to CGD 2, August 2015") 
100 Letter: Allegations of misconduct by officer at Sir Charles Galrdner Hospital, 27 November 2015 ("Letter CGD to CCC, 
November 2015") 
101 Letter CCC to ADG, December 2015 
102 Letter: Meeting to discuss various matters, CCC, 14 December 2015 ('Letter CCC to DG, December 2014") 
103 Letter: Allegations of misconduct against officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital - Referral for further Investigation, 
Department of Health, 23 December 2015 ("Letter ADG to CCC, December 2015") 
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The investigator was appointed on 19 January 2016 and an interim report was prepared in 
March 2016104, after which the CCC was informed of the outcome on 23 March 2016105

• 

The report outlined the actions taken, including a number of interviews conducted and 
documents reviewed. During the course of the interviews, multiple additional allegations were 
raised regarding Mr Fullerton and procurement practices within facilities management at the 
time. 

Whilst the report stated that in many cases, there was no direct evidence to substantiate the 
allegations, the volume of allegations in conjunction with the findings of the 2015 OCPO report 
would suggest that a more rigorous investigation was warranted. The report noted that to do 
so would require avenues which are not available to the Department, such as a review of 
financial records, use of surveillance devices and telephone intercepts 106

. 

This report was summarised in a covering letter to the CCC on 23 March 2016107 which noted 
that given the "allegations of breaches of policy together with the amount of money involved 
suggest possible corruption on the part of Mr Fullerton". 

The CCC formally notified the Department of its intention to commence an investigation on 
27 April 2016. 

It should be noted that whilst the original intent of the external investigation was to also review 
the initial investigation, the outcomes of this scope item has not been documented in the 
interim report or any other report, which may cast doubt on whether this was completed, or 
whether it was in fact included in the scope of works. 

4.3.3.4 Summary of investigation timeframes 

Overall, from the receipt of the initial referral from the CCC in October 2014 to the finalisation 
of the external investigator's report in March 2016, 516 days elapsed. In particular, between 
June 2015, when the initial investigation was completed and December 2015, no substantive 
action appears to have been taken by the Department. 

Interviews with senior members of the Corporate Governance Directorate at the time have 
acknowledged this108, and noted that there were a number of factors which may have 
contributed to the delay. These include: 

• Internal performance management related issues within the Corporate Governance
Directorate which resulted in formal action being taken by an aggrieved staff member and
resulted in a cessation of communication between certain staff members;

• Changes in leadership at the Department, with the new Director General commencing on
3 August 2015; and

104 Internal Memorandum: Progress of the investigations into allegations made against John Fullerton, 9 March 2016 ("Memo
re external investigation progress, March 2016") 
105 Letter: Allegations of misconduct against officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital - Referral for further investigation, 23 
March 2016 ("Letter ADG to CCC, March 2016") 
106 CGD investigation report, June 2015, page 15 
107 Letter ADG to CCC, March 2016 
108 Interview records, January 2019 
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• Preparation for the impending introduction of the Health Service Provider Boards and the
expected devolution of responsibilities to the Health Service Providers in July 2016 was
quoted as being a distraction; as well as a lack of clarity regarding what the role of the
Department's Corporate Governance Directorate would be once the Department
transitioned to a system manager role.

4.3.3.5 Closing observations 

Notwithstanding the contributing factors noted above, it would appear that the Department 
considered the matter to be closed in June 2015 and did not take any substantive action 
despite the CCC's concerns and frequent follow up requests, as well as internal concerns 
regarding the quality of the investigation, until December 2015. 

4.4 Extension of employment contract of Mr John Fullerton 

4.4.1 Timeline of events related to the contract extension 

In 2015, the then Chief Executive was notified that the fixed term contract of the Executive 
Director Facilities Management, Mr Fullerton, would expire on 26 December 2015109 . 

The then Chief Executive was required to undertake an assessment on whether a new 
contract should be awarded or not. The then Chief Executive made the decision to award Mr 
Fullerton a new five year contract, commencing on 27 December 2015110. 

We were informed that the following key elements were taken into consideration 11 1 : 

• During the latter half of 2015 there was a significant body of work relating to the transition
to a board governance model in July 2016. An external consultant was engaged to assess
the readiness of all the area health services, including the NMHS, to transition on 1 July
2016. The report highlighted a number of activities which NMHS was required to
undertake to ensure readiness.

In light of this, the then Chief Executive deemed it more beneficial to retain the current
executive director, rather than recruit and appoint a new executive director within a few
months of the transition.

• At the time, the then Chief Executive was not aware of the allegations against Mr Fullerton,
nor had he seen a copy of the April 2015 OCPO report or June 2015 investigation report.
However, the then Chief Executive noted that he may have been aware, at a high level,
of the results of the OCPO report, as he recalls seeing an update on the implementation
of the recommendations, however this not did not immediately raise concerns over and
above those already raised in the board governance readiness report.

109 Position history: Fullerton John [system extract] 
11° Contract of employment: JB Fullerton, North Metropolitan Health Service, October 2015 
111 Interview records, January 2019 
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We note that expected good practice is that a formal performance evaluation should occur 
when considering appointment of a senior executive for a further contract term; however this 
did not occur in this instance. 

A formal performance review may have brought to light the 2015 OCPO report which 
highlighted significant gaps and non-compliances in the division led by Mr Fullerton, which 
might have been cause for further review and consideration prior to awarding the new 
contract. 

Subsequent to the approval by the then Chief Executive, in line with practice at the time, the 
then Director of Health Industrial Relations Service drafted the new contract which was 
reviewed by the then Chief Executive and sent on to the Director General of the Department 
to be signed on 14 October 2015112

. The Director General signed the contract on 18 October 
2015113

. 

4.4.2 Closing observations 

The Director General had commenced in the position on 3 August 2015 and has noted that 
he was unaware of the allegations against Mr Fullerton at the time of signing the new 
contract114. Interviews with key individuals who had knowledge of the allegations at the time, 
confirmed that this was not shared with the Director General at that time. Further, sighted 
correspondence between the Departme·nt and the CCC between August and November 2015 
did not include the Director General as addressee or recipient. 

However, this brings into question the adequacy of the governance arrangements to ensure 
that the then Chief Executive and Director General were informed of the allegations and 
subsequent review and investigations. This is further outlined in section 4.5. 

4.5 Governance and oversight mechanisms 

4.5.1 A governance system in transition 

The introduction of Health Service Provider board governance model in July 2016 was a 
period of significant governance change in the WA health system. 

Prior to 2016, the Director General of the Department had two roles: 

• Director General of the Department of Health; and
' 

• Deemed board of all the public hospitals in WA, which at the time existed as the
Metropolitan Health Service and the WA Country Health Service. These were
operationally managed by chief executives of 'area health services' such as the north
metropolitan area health service, south metropolitan area health service, east
metropolitan health service and WA country health service.

112 Email: FW: - Contracts & JDFs (FULLERTON John & [redacted)), 14 October 2015 
113 Contract of employment: JB Fullerton, North Metropolitan Health Service, October 2015 
11◄ Interview records, February 2019 
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The primary changes in governance included: 

• The change in role for the Department to become a 'system manager' focused on strategy,
policy and performance management of the health system; and

• Establishment of five statutory authorities governed by independent boards, referred to as
Health Service Providers, namely North Metropolitan Health Service, South Metropolitan
Health Service; East Metropolitan Health Service; Child and Adolescent Health Service
and the WA Country Health Service.

These changes were underpinned by the new Health Services Act 2016, which largely 
replaced the Hospitals and Health Services Act 1927. 

The impact of these changes resulted in a period of disruption in the Department as well as 
the area health services, as they prepared to move to statutory bodies in their own right. 

Throughout the review and interviews conducted, the transition was often quoted by staff and 
leadership, in particular with reference to the following: 

• Interviews with staff and leadership of the Corporate Governance Directorate noted a lack
of clarity regarding the role of the Directorate post transition, as the majority of the
functions would be transferred to the Health Service Providers 115

. This may have impacted
the progression of the investigation as discussed in section 4.3.3.4.

• The preparatory work required to establish appropriate governance and management
processes was a focus area for the Chief Executive at the time 116

, including determining
the most appropriate management structure and resourcing. This may have impacted
decision-making regarding Mr Fullerton's contract extension, as noted in section 4.4.

We understand that since that time, there have been changes in the governance models at 
the Department and the NMHS, including changes to the structure, membership and reporting 
of key governance bodies. We note that our review was limited to the governance over 
matters related to the scope and we have not performed a full review of the overall 
governance framework in place at the Department or the NMHS at present. 

4.5.2 Governance over the response to the CCC's referral 

The actions taken in response to the CCC's referral of allegations against Mr Fullerton to the 
Department in October 2014 is discussed in section 4.3. 

There are a number of aspects relating to the response where it would appear that the 
governance over certain decisions may not have been adequate: 

• The decision to undertake a procurement audit in response, as note in section 4.3.1,
meant that the scope of the audit did not specifically address the procurement related
allegations against Mr Fullerton.

It should be noted that initial correspondence between the then Chief Procurement Officer
and the then Acting Director General noted that "OCPO would investigate the alleged
procurement breaches" [emphasis added]117 and further correspondence with the CCC,

115 Interview records, December 2018 and January 2019 
116 Interview records, January 2019 
117 Memo CPO to DG re CCC referral, November 2014 
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outlining the Department's response, refers to "a formal investigation into the governance 
of the procurement processes" [ emphasis added]118. 

This would indicate an investigative lens would be applied to the procurement review. 
However, the procurement audit was undertaken by OCPO's Compliance and Audit team 
based on their standard compliance audit approach. It is not clear whether the Compliance 
and Audit team knew that the audit was in response to specific allegations. It is also not 
clear who would have had the responsibility to ensure that the scope of the procurement 
audit would satisfy the requirements to investigate the formal allegations. 

• Correspondence between the Corporate Governance Directorate and OCPO indicates
that the procurement review and cronyism investigation were undertaken independently
of each other, with limited communication or collaboration between parties, other than an
update on progress in January 2015119 and May 2015120• From communication in May
2015 it would appear that the Corporate Governance Directorate did not receive a copy
of the procurement audit report from OCPO and that OCPO sent the report directly to the
CCC, which would not be in line with standard practice at the time, which was that
correspondence with the CCC would occur via the Corporate Governance Directorate, or
the Acting Director General directly.

• As noted in section 4.3.3.3, subsequent to the CCC raising further concerns with the
Department, an external investigator was appointed. In an email to the Director General,
the then Assistant Director General of Corporate Governance noted that "I have requested
a complete review of the entire investigation and handling of the issues" 121 • This was
confirmed to the CCC in a letter which stated that "The Department will appoint an
investigator to review the previous inquiry into these matters"122. 

The report from the investigator123 does not appear to reflect this review of the previous
investigation; and in an interview, the head of Corporate Governance Directorate at the
time could not recall that such a review occurred124. There is no further reference to this
review being conducted or the status and/or completion being queried.

4.5.2.1 Closing observations 

There were a number of key decisions related to the response to the CCC's referral which 
significantly impacted on the manner in which the allegations were investigated. These 
decisions may have benefited from greater deliberation as to the appropriate governance and 
follow up actions required, in particular where commitments are made regarding the nature 
and scope of investigative action to ensure these align with expectations; address the 
concerns/allegations; are aligned with policy and procedure; and are followed through 
appropriately. 

118 Letter DG to CCC re referral, December 2014 
119 Email: FW: Referral from CCC to DOH regarding procurement, Corporate Governance Directorate, 13 January 2015 
120 Internal Memorandum: Allegations of suspected misconduct referred by the CCC, 22 May 2015 
121 Email ADG to DG, December 2015 
122 Letter ADG to CCC, December 2015 
123 Memo re external investigation progress, March 2016 
12� Interview records, January 2019 
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4.5.3 Governance over the implementation of review recommendations 

Key governance bodies at the time included the Director General, as deemed board chair for 
all the area health services; the State Health Executive Forum, which comprised of the chief 
executives of all the area health services; the NMHS Governing Council, which was 
responsible for clinical engagement, planning, reporting and monitoring; the WA Health Audit 
and Risk Committee, which was chaired by the Deputy Director General and had several 
independent members; and the NMHS Risk and Audit Committee, which comprised of several 
NMHS Executive and representatives from the Department's Corporate Governance 
Directorate 125• 

The following is relevant to this review: 

• The State Health Executive Forum received regular reporting from the WA Health Audit
and Risk Committee on audit and risk matters; as well as from the Chief Procurement
Officer on procurement activity.

• We noted that the OCPO compliance audits, including the 2015 OCPO procurement
review, were not submitted to the Audit and Risk Committee or the State Health Executive
Forum in full; however themes from the reviews were included in procurement updates to
the State Health Executive Forum 126• 

• Our review of available documentation related to the NMHS Risk and Audit Committee
noted that the OCPO compliance audits were not submitted to this Committee. Further,
this Committee did not receive any reporting on misconduct or integrity matters.

• It was not within the NMHS Governing Council's documented mandate to review matters
pertaining to audit or integrity, such as the CCC report or OCPO reports.

• The WA Health Audit and Risk Committee received reporting on all internal reviews, such
as those under the Internal Audit Plan; and external reviews, such as those conducted by
the CCC or Office of the Auditor General, however did not receive reports from the OCPO
procurement audits. The Committee also received reporting on misconduct matters,
including those referred to the CCC, at a summary level only.

• This Committee also received updates on the status of implementing the
recommendations from these reviews. According to the Audit Dashboard presented to the
Committee in February 2015, there were 123 recommendations in progress across
Health, including 62 relevant to NMHS127• 

4.5.3.1 Closing observations 

Whilst there were governance structures in place to oversee the implementation of 
recommendations, the number of governance bodies receiving different reporting, and the 
number of outstanding recommendations requiring oversight, may have diluted the relevant 
governance bodies' ability to identify and distil key themes and what actions were required, 
or in progress, to remediate the issues to ensure sustained change. 

125 North Metropolitan Health SeNice Committee and Governance Structure, April 2014 
126 SHEF ARC update, June 2015 
127 WA Health Audit & Risk Committee, Audit Dashboard, 13 February 2015 
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Further, given the nature and level of reporting these governance bodies received, there does 
not appear to have been a forum where a governing body could have drawn a link between 
the allegations of misconduct (for example, through regular misconduct reporting) and the 
outcomes of the 2015 OCPO report; and therefore taken appropriate action in requesting 
further information or investigation to be undertaken. 

4.5.4 Information available to support key decision making 

Through the review, we identified instances where key decisions were made which, on face 
value, were made by individuals based on the information on hand at the time, but which calls 
into question the adequacy of the governance structures to ensure all relevant and pertinent 
information was provided to the decision-maker. 

Two key decisions are highlighted as examples: 

• The decision to task Mr Fullerton with the implementation of the recommendations arising
from the 2015 OCPO report; and

• The decision to extend Mr Fullerton's contract term.

4.5.4.1 Tasking Mr Fullerton to implement the recommendations from the 
OCPOreport 

As noted in section 4.3.2.2, on receipt of the final 2015 OCPO report, the then Chief Executive 
tasked Mr Fullerton with addressing the recommendations. 

The then Chief Executive has confirmed that he had no knowledge and awareness of the 
allegations against Mr Fullerton at the time, and stated that had he known, he would not have 
tasked Mr Fullerton with the implementing the recommendations from the report 128.

The following is relevant: 

• The report was provided to the then Chief Executive under a covering letter from the then
Acting Director General129

, which makes no reference to the allegations or context for the
review. Both the Acting Director General and Chief Executive have confirmed they did not
directly communicate on this matter.

• In his response to the then Chief Procurement Officer, the then Chief Executive
"acknowledges that this review is part of the ongoing strategic procurement reform
process for the WA Health System" 130 which reiterates the context provided in the OCPO
report.

• It does not appear that the then Chief Executive was notified of the initial investigation into
the cronyism allegations by the Corporate Governance Directorate, as the report131 does

128 Interview records, February 2019 
129 Leiter: Conclusion of NMHS: Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital - Facilities Management Procurement Review Process, 
Department of Health, 26 April 2015 
130 Letter CE NMHS to CPO, March 2015 
131 CGD investigation report, June 2015 
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not include reference to it and the Chief Executive confirmed in an interview that he was 
not aware of any such investigations or reports 132• 

• The then Chief Executive has also confirmed that he received no direct correspondence
from the CCC on the matter. We note that was standard practice at the time for the CCC
to direct all formal correspondence to the Director General as responsible officer, and
subsequent communication through the Corporate Governance Directorate.

Therefore it is reasonable to conclude that the then Chief Executive was not aware of the 
allegations, and in that context followed normal practice of tasking the relevant functional 
head to address the issues related to his or her division. 

However, it may be expected that the Department, through the Acting Director General or the 
Corporate Governance Directorate, should have informed the Chief Executive of the 
allegations against a senior staff member in his executive team; and could have done so in a 
manner that would not have compromised the integrity of any investigation. We understand 
that there were no protocols in place across WA Health at the time regarding the sharing of 
information of this nature, which would have provided clarity in this instance. 

4.5.4.2 Extending Mr Fullerton's contract term 

The events leading up to the contract extension is discussed in section 4.4 where it was noted 
that both the then Chief Executive and Director General did not have knowledge of the 
allegations against Mr Fullerton at the time of approving and executing the contract extension. 

There were a number of forums or opportunities where it may reasonably be expected that 
both the Director General and the Chief Executive could have been informed, prior to the 
contract extension date: 

• The then Chief Executive confirmed that neither the CCC nor the Department had
informed him of the allegations and subsequent investigations against Mr Fullerton.
Although as noted in section 4.4.1, no formal performance review was conducted at the
time of extending the contract, which may have brought to light the 2015 OCPO report
and prompted further investigation, that report did not include any reference to allegations
of fraud or misconduct.

This meant that during meetings with all the chief executives of the area health services
on commencement as Director General, the then Chief Executive of the NMHS would not
have been in a position to disclose any specific allegations to the Director General.

• The outgoing Director General confirmed that he had a formal handover with the new
Director General in August 2015, however did not specifically raise the allegations, as
there were number of high risk strategic issues to discuss and he was under the
assumption that one of the Director General's senior officers would brief him on the
allegations 133. 

• It may be expected that the head of the Department's risk and integrity function, being the
then Assistant Director General of System and Corporate Governance; and the then
Director of the Corporate Governance Directorate, would have prepared a briefing for the

132 Interview records, January 2019 
133 Interview records, January 2019 
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incoming Director General on open misconduct matters, in particular matters relating to 
the CCC and specifically where the CCC had expressed concerns about the Department's 
handling of the matter. Interviews with all three individuals have confirmed that this did not 
occur 134. 

• As discussed in section 4.3.3.2, between 4 August 2015 and 27 November 2015 the CCC
was in correspondence with the Director of the Corporate Governance Directorate
regarding their previously expressed concerns, which resulted in a letter to the CCC
issued on 27 November 2015 outlining the Department's response and concluding that
the matter was closed135• There is no evidence that the Director General or his office were
consulted in the drafting of the letter, and the then Director of the Corporate Governance
Directorate noted in an interview that he could not recall the letter or the associated
consultation 136• Given the severity of the concerns raised by the CCC on more than one
occasion, it may reasonably be expected that the Corporate Governance Directorate
should have informed or consulted the Director General in their response.

• Whilst the Chief Executive and the Director General attend the State Health Executive
Forum, neither are members of the WA Health Audit and Risk Committee; and the State
Health Executive Forum did not receive full details regarding the allegations against Mr
Fullerton or the subsequent procurement audit and investigation.

4.5.4.3 Closing observations 

It would appear that both the previous Chief Executives and Director General were acting on 
the full extent of their knowledge at the time of making these key decisions. 

However, there are concerns regarding the governance structures which meant that they may 
not have had all the relevant information on hand to ensure an appropriate and considered 
decision was made. 

In particular, there appears to be have been a lack of formality and rigour over internal 
notifications to ensure the most senior leaders of the respective entities were made aware of 
the allegations, which should have occurred given the level of scrutiny and attention the CCC 
had given to the matter, and the seniority of the individuals in question. 

134 Interview records, January and February 2019 
135 Letter CGD to CCC, November 2015 
136 Interview records, January 2019 
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The recommendations have been grouped by relevant themes and responsible entity: 

5.1 Procurement 

We recommend that the Department: 

1. Review the policies and procedures relating to the procurement of works and consider
whether they meet the same level of governance requirements as goods and services.

This should involve collaborating with the Department of Finance's Building Management
and Works division as regulator of the Public Works Act, to determine the appropriate
level of oversight and involvement from the Department of Finance on works related
procurement.

We recommend that the NMHS: 

2. Accelerate the implementation of the deliverables under the Facilities Management
Procurement and Contract Management Audit Project.

In conjunction and in addition to these deliverables, the following specific areas require
focus:

a. The separation of procurement responsibility from Facilities Management into a
centralised procurement division, ensuring the appropriate level of resourcing is
applied;

b. Mandating the use of the Procurement Development and Management System for
all procurement transactions, including those under $5,000, and implementing
compliance monitoring;

c. Ensuring all contracts currently in place are recorded in Procurement Development
and Management System;

d. Mandating the use of a single primary recordkeeping system and implementing
compliance monitoring;

e. Reviewing the necessity of the EMPAC system versus iProcurement, including
considering the impact EM PAC has on the ability to perform advanced procurement
monitoring;

f. Developing a pre-approved supplier panel for low value works, in collaboration with
Building Management and Works; and

g. Ensuring all staff involved in procurement are provided with targeted training which
includes examples and case studies on appropriate procurement practice, use of
systems and conflicts of interest.

3. Develop a comprehensive process of monitoring procurement transaction activity for
compliance with policies; potential anomalies and trends and patters that may indicate
fraud. This may require the use of analytical tools and should be complemented by a data
quality review.
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5.2 Fraud and integrity risk management 

We recommend that the Department: 

4. Accelerate the implementation of the actions associated with the Integrity Fraud and
Corruption ('IFAC') Project, in particular:

a. The development of system-wide mandatory fraud and integrity policies;

b. Enhancements to the capacity and capability of the Department to view misconduct
matters across the Health system; ensure consistent and transparent reporting.

c. Enhancements to the oversight and progress reporting of recommendations from
external bodies such as the Public Sector Commission, CCC and the Office of the
Auditor General.

5. Review the Discipline Policy and consider separating matters requiring investigation by
the ethics and integrity teams, and those requiring investigation by a decision-maker as
appointed by human resources.

This could be done by including a decision-point early in the process which requires
consultation with both the human resources and ethics and integrity divisions, with
oversight from the Department's system-wide integrity services unit, who should be tasked
with progress monitoring and communications should matters overlap.

6. Ensure all individuals undertaking misconduct investigations, whether within the
Department or Health Service Providers, are accredited with a Certificate IV in
Government Investigations.

We recommend that the NMHS: 

7. Develop a comprehensive integrity framework which includes elements which align to the
Australian Standard on Fraud and Corruption Control AS8001 :2008. This would include:

a. A fraud control strategy and fraud and corruption control plan;

b. Detailed fraud risk assessments which help inform associated internal audit activity;
and

c. A training and awareness program which covers both online and face to face sessions,
including case studies on past fraud incidents.

8. Review the capacity of the ethics and integrity team, in light of the recent changes to the
investigative approach and future changes proposed in Recommendation 5.

5.3 Governance 

We recommend that the Department and the NMHS: 

9. Establish clear protocols for communication and reporting on misconduct matters,
including notifications of referrals to and from the CCC. This should include assigning
clear responsibility for liaising with the CCC; and protocols for keeping relevant
management, executive and the Director General and/or Chief Executive informed, whilst
maintaining the integrity of the investigation.
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10. Review the governance applied to investigations stemming from CCC referrals,
specifically ensuring there is adequate oversight of commitments made regarding the
nature and scope of investigative action to ensure these align with expectations; address
the concerns/allegations; are aligned with policy and procedure; and are followed through
appropriately. This could be addressed through additional works associated the IFAC
project, in particular Recommendation 4 (c).

11. Establish clear protocols regarding the handover of management issues between senior
leadership and note the inclusion of any open misconduct or integrity matters.

12. Review the policy for reappointments of senior executive and confirm the requirement to
undertake a formal performance review; as well as receive information on any open or
closed misconduct or integrity matters related to that individual, to be considered as part
of the decision-making.

13. Review the responsibility of overseeing internal and external review recommendations
and ensure there is clear and transparent reporting to the relevant governance bodies.
This should also include a need to request action and ultimately escalate matters where
there is long outstanding issues.

14. Review the compliance management framework, to ensure it adequately addresses key
compliance requirements and is fit-for-purpose in light of the Department's role as system
manager.

15. In response to this report, consider to what extent the desired culture, including risk
culture, has been articulated, and how effectively this has been communicated and
embedded within the operational practices of both organisations.

We recommend that the NMHS: 

16. In light of the observations made in this report, and in the context of the functional review
currently underway at the NMHS, we recommend that the NMHS undertake a detailed
review of their overall corporate governance framework to ensure it meets current and
future requirements.
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6 Documents referenced 

Document title Abbreviated title for 
subsequent references 

Report into bribery and corruption in maintenance and service CCC Report, August 2018 
contracts, CCC, 16 August 2018 

State Supply Commission Act 1991 SSC Act 1991 

Public Works Act 1902 -

Goods and services procurement practice guide, Department of -

Finance, 2013 

Guide to Procurement and Contract Management for WA Health, May -

2015 

Works Procurement Policy, Department of Health, July 2016 -

WA Health Strategic Procurement Program, Office of the Chief 
Procurement Officer, 2016 

OCPO Strategic Program, 2016 

Guide to Procurement and Contract Management for WA Health, -

October 2016 

NMHS Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital Facilities Management 
Procurement Review OCPO, April 2015 

SCGH OCPO report, April 2015 

NMHS King Edward Memorial Hospital Facilities Management 
Procurement Review OCPO, May 2016 

KEMH OCPO report, May 2016 

NMHS Facilities Management Audit OCPO, July 2018 NMHS FM Audit, July 2018 

NMHS Graylands Hospital Facilities Management Procurement 
Review OCPO, December 2016 ( 

Graylands OCPO report, May 2016 

Project Initiation Document: Facilities Management Procurement and 
Contract Management Audit Project, August 2018 

PIO FMPAC Project, August 2018 

Integrity and Ethical Governance Framework Fact Sheet, 2015 l&EG Fact Sheet, 2015 

Review of Integrity and Ethical Governance Framework, Department 
of Health, June 2014 

l&EGF Review, June 2014 

NMHS Managing Conflicts of Interest Procedure 2018 -

NMHS Declaring Offers of Gift Benefit Hospitality Procedure 2018 -

Code of Conduct, Department of Health, July 2016 -

Discipline Policy, Department of Health, October 2016 -

N MHS Corporate Governance Framework, December 2017 -

NMHS Board Audit and Risk Committee, Charter and Terms of 
Reference, August 2018 

NMHS ARC Charter, August 2018 

Board Audit and Risk Committee, Executive Director Business and -

Performance Monthly Report, December 2018 

Report on Fraud and Corruption in Procurement in WA Health, CCC, 
June 2014 

CCC Report, June 2014 

NMHS Fraud Risk Assessment, March 2015 -

Review of Misconduct Management: NMHS, Audit Report (draft), NMHS Misconduct Review, March 
March 2016 2016 

Misconduct Policy, Department of Health, September 2014 -
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Document title Abbreviated title for 
subsequent references 

Corporate Governance Directorate Activity Report Update to State -

Health Executive Forum, March 2016 

Wor1<force Steering Committee: Integrity, Fraud and Corruption IFAC Proposal, October 2018 
Management: A proposal for a system-wide integrated program, 
October 2018 

Management actions on the CCC Report, June 2014 as reported to -

State Health Executive Forum, June 2014 

Internal Memorandum: Addition of Recommendations for CCC -

Review onto the External Log, 5 November 2014 

Internal Memorandum: Addition of Recommendations for CCC -

Review onto the External Log with annotations, 11 November 2014 

WA Health Refonn Program Project Closeout Report Strategic OCPO Program Closeout report, 
Procurement Program Phase Two, Office of the Chief Procurement June 2016 
Officer, June 2016 

Letter: Complaint about officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Letter CCC to DG, October 2014 
CCC, 24 October 2014 

Internal Memorandum: Referral from CCC to the Department Memo CPO to DG re CCC referral, 
regarding procurement activity at SCGH, 14 November 2014 November 2014 

Letter: Referral from CCC to the Department regarding procurement Letter DG to CCC re referral, 
activity at SCGH, 7 December 2014 December 2014 

Preliminary investigation report: Allegations of cronyism (staff CGD investigation report, June 2015 
appointments) at NMHS by Mr John Fullerton, Executive Director 
Facilities Management, 2 June 2015 [redacted] 

Letter: Allegations of misconduct by officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Letter CCC to DG, June 2015 
Hospital, CCC, 9 June 2015 

Letter: Allegations of misconduct against officers at Sir Charles Letter CCC to ADG, December 2015 
Gairdner Hospital, CCC, 10 December 2015 

Letter: Procurement review: NMHS - SCGH Facilities Management- Letter CE NMHS to CPO, March 
OCPO, CE NMHS, March 2015 2015 

Implementation matrix, SCGH OCPO report, March 2015 -

State Health Executive Forum 22 June 2015: WA Health Audit and SHEF ARC update, June 2015 
Risk Committee Update, June 2015 

--

Master OCPO Response Register, June 2015 -

Email: Re: CCC WA letter, 18 December 2015 Email ADG to DG, December 2015 

Letter: Allegations of misconduct by officers at Sir Charles Gairdner Letter DG to CCC, July 2015 
Hospital, Department of Health, 3 July 2015 

Email: Assistance requested [CCC - sensitive), 4 August 2015 Email CCC to CGD, August 2015 

Email: FW: Assistance requested [CCC - sensitive], 18 August 2015 Email CCC to CGD 2, August 2015 

Letter: Allegations of misconduct by officer at Sir Charles Gairdner Letter CGD to CCC, November 
Hospital, 27 November 2015 2015 

Letter: Meeting to discuss various matters, CCC, 14 December 2015 Letter CCC to DG, December 2014 

Letter: Allegations of misconduct against officers at Sir Charles Letter ADG to CCC, December 2015 
Gairdner Hospital - Referral for further investigation, Department of 
Health, 23 December 2015 

Internal Memorandum: Progress of the investigations into allegations Memo re external investigation 
made against John Fullerton, 9 March 2016 progress, March 2016 
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Document title Abbreviated title for 
subsequent references 

Letter: Allegations of misconduct against officers at Sir Charles Letter ADG to CCC, March 2016 
Gairdner Hospital - Referral for further investigation, 23 March 2016 

Email: FW: Referral from CCC to DOH regarding procurement, -

Corporate Governance Directorate, 13 January 2015 

Internal Memorandum: Allegations of suspected misconduct referred -

by the CCC, 22 May 2015 

Contract of employment: JB Fullerton, North Metropolitan Health -

Service, October 2015 

Email: FW: - Contracts & JDFs (FULLERTON John & [redacted]), 14 -

October 2015 

Position history: Fullerton John [system extract) -

North Metropolitan Health Service Committee and Governance -

Structure, April 2014 

WA Health Audit & Risk Committee, Audit Dashboard, 13 February -

2015 

Letter: Conclusion of NMHS: Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital - Facilities -

Management Procurement Review Process, Department of Health, 26 
April 2015 
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7 Key positions referenced 

The table below includes the individuals who held key positions during the review period, as 
referenced in the report. Note this does not include others who acting in these roles for short 
periods of time, e.g. during times of leave. 

Position title Name Period 

Acting Director General, Prof Bryant Stokes 18 April 2013-2 August 2015 
Department of Health 

-

Director General, Department of Dr David Russell-Weisz 3 August 2015 -current 
Health 

Chief Executive, Dr Shane Kelly 6 May 2013-17 July 2015 
North Metropolitan Health Service (noting last day in office was early 

June 2015) 
--- --

Chief Executive, Mr Wayne Salvage 14 June 2015-23 April 2018 
North Metropolitan Health Service 
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